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Introduction

Introduction
Congratulations
Congratulations on installing tazti speech recognition software from Voice Tech Group, Inc.
Tazti 3.2's Features
Control your favorite MMORPG or other PC games by talking to your PC. Works simultaneously with keyboard and mouse use. WOW, Guild Wars, Eve, Runescape etc.
Control your favorite applications such as Photoshop, Gmail, Outlook, etc. by talking to your PC
Create up to 300 of your own speech commands to open websites, folders, files, run programs, and run a program with command line parameters
Change your Mouse configuration from right handed to left handed & back
Open your calculator by voice
Open your Media Player by voice
Open windows explorer by voice
Open your control panel by voice
Open your screeen display by voice
Many included desktop navigation and control speech commands
Works with US English, UK English, Canadian English and Australian English
Tazti speech recognition software is designed to substantially reduce the number of keyboard keystrokes and mouse clicks you would normally make while using your PC. Ultimately fewer
keyboard keystrokes and mouse clicks mean less stresses on your fingers, wrist, forearm and hand in general, and a more enjoyable computing experience.
tazti utilizes an innovative speech recognition software design which when installed correctly allows your PC to recognize your voice and any spoken speech commands that you may
speak. Your speech commands trigger actions on your PC. Examples include: saying the speech command “mouse click” which causes the mouse to click wherever you have the cursor
pointing on your screen. Saying the speech command “mouse double click” causes the mouse to double click wherever you have the cursor pointing on your screen. Saying the speech
command "go calculator" causes the calculator to open up onto your screen so you can use it to make calculations.
To explain and clarify the terms and phrases used in this help file, we have included a glossary in the help file.
Thank you for downloading tazti. If you like this application, help us out and tell your friends. Contact us with comments, feedback and suggestions. See our forum at www.tazti.com for
more info. info@tazti.com
Best Wishes,
team tazti
Voice Tech Group, Inc.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Quickstart Directions
Welcome! This Quickstart page has built in hyperlinks which will take you directly to the help section you click on. Each section contains critical information about setting up tazti. Take
your time in reading the sections and play with tazti. You cannot hurt it and you will figure it out faster by playing.
Tips And Hints For Getting the Best Performance
Make sure when you use tazti that you speak your speech commands clearly  pay attention to your pitch, tone, volume, speed and inflection. Generally, we recommend that you use your
normal speaking voice, with good pronunciation and diction. Be sure to completely say a speech command. Don't drop t's or other letters. For example, make sure to pronounce the second
“t” in “context menu”.
Make sure that your microphone headset is properly adjusted. Read the instructions that came with your microphone headset to find out how far from your mouth, and at what angle to your
mouth, it should be positioned.
Keep track of where your mouse cursor is located on the computer’s screen. Some speech commands such as “mouse click” will perform an action depending on where the mouse cursor is
pointing! If the mouse cursorr is pointing at a menu, speaking the trigger word ”mouse click” will open that menu. tazti works with most programs, but may not work with every program on
your computer.
Thank you for downloading tazti. If you like this application, help us out and tell your friends. Contact us with comments, feedback and suggestions. See our forum at www.tazti.com for
more info. info@tazti.com
Some key things you need to know about tazti:
1. tazti only works with Windows 7 (64bit) and Windows 8 (64 bit). Please make sure you are running the a compatible version of Windows.
2. Some versions of tazti may incorporate a 15 day free trial period. At the end of the 15 day trial period, tazti will lock and ask you to purchase a license to unlock it. Other versions of
tazti may not have a 15 day free trial period and may require activation during first use.
3. A microphone is required to use this software. We recommend a headset microphone as this controls the distance from your mouth to the microphone allowing for better hearing by
the microphone. PC’s usually have a microphone plug built into them. Usually the PC manufacturers place an image/picture of a microphone by the correct plug on your computer.
Check at your local computer or electronics store if you need a microphone headset for your PC. Speakers are not required and do not need to be a part of the headset, but most
headsets come with speakers as well as the microphone making it easy to listen to music while at a cafe working on your PC. Some Laptops also come with built in array
microphones, but headset microphones will give you the best results.
4. Of course you must have a mouse or touch pad on your system. tazti allows you to set your mouse for lefthanded use as well as the normal righthanded use. See the "Options" tab
for this. You can always, manually click the mouse with your hand even when tazti is functioning. Your choice, hand or speech command!
5. Please note that versions of Zone Alarm brand and some other firewall software may be programmed in such a way that you cannot use tazti to make any clicks while adjusting the
controls within and directly affecting their firewall software. Adjustments to Zone Alarm will need to be made in the normal method of using your hand and mouse to make clicks. If
you activate Zone Alarm pop up notifications, you will have to close any pop up notification by clicking the mouse by hand. Deactivating the notification function in Zone Alarm does
not affect the integrity of the Zone Alarm operation. You can always turn the notification function on later.
6. When using Microsoft's Vista operating system you MUST have your microphone headset connected to the PC BEFORE you open tazti. Iif you unplug your microphone headset
while tazti is running and then later plug the microphone headset back into the PC, the PC may not recognize the microphone headset.... therefore tazti won't recognize you
speaking. This can be solved by closing tazti and reopening the application with the microphone headset plugged into your PC.

Best Wishes,
Voice Tech Group, Inc.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Installation And Setup
Before you install tazti, make sure that your PC meets the following requirements:
tazti only works with Windows 7 (64bit) and Windows 8 (64 bit). Please make sure you are running the a compatible version of Windows.
PC with 1.5 gigahertz (GHz) or higher processor* (Intel Dual Core, Core 2 Duo, i3, i5, i7 or AMD compatible processor recommended)
1 gigabyte (GB) of RAM or higher
1.5 gigabyte (GB) of available hard disk space.*
Super VGA (800 × 600) or higher resolution video adapter and monitor
Keyboard and Mouse or compatible pointing device
A microphone (headset preferred) that you can plug into the mic jack of your computer
Even though many new Laptops/Notebooks/Netbooks now come with built in array microphones, we've found through our testing that you will get best results by using either a standard
plugin headset microphone or a USB microphone. Most headset microphones come with speakers attached to the headset, making it useful for also listening to audio/music.
*Actual requirements will vary based on your system configuration and the applications and features you choose to install. Additional available harddisk space may be required if you are
installing over a network.
Installation
Installation of tazti is very straightforward in most cases. tazti is available as a .zip (file type)download.
Begin Download and Installation
Unzip (extract) the download to a directory, then navigate to that directory and doubleclick on the file "setup.exe". Windows 7/8 has built in software that will allow you to unzip (extract or
decompress)a .zip file. (Note: tazti is not available on CD.)
1. tazti will perform a preinstall check to insure several components are installed before proceeding. If these components are not already installed, you will be asked to install them. Go
ahead and agree to allow their installation as tazti will not install unless these components are installed. these components are: Microsoft Kinect Runtime, the Microsoft .NET
framework, and related items.
2. After the preinstall check is passed, and all required prerequisites are installed, tazti itself will begin to install. You will see a window title “Welcome to tazti Setup Wizard”. Click the
“Next” Button on this window.
3. Another new window pops up, named “License Agreement”. This is your User’s License agreement with the manufacturer of tazti. Please read the License agreement in its entirety. If
you agree with the License agreement click in the small circle labeled “I Agree”. NOTE: If you do not agree or do not accept the License agreement, the software will not install and
you will not be able to use it. This window appears every time you install the software. Click the “Next” Button on this window.
4. The next window of the Setup Wizard to appear shows you into which file folder tazti software will be installed. If you are an advanced user you can change the file folder, but new
users should click the “Next” button on this window.
5. The next window of the Setup Wizard to appear “confirms” you are ready to load/install tazti. Click the “Next” button to continue.
6. tazti runs through a series of short processes to install the software. You can watch the progress on a horizontal bar in the window. This may take a moment or two.
7. The installation process completes. You have now successfully installed tazti software. Click “Close” to exit the Setup Wizard.
Start Up
Double Click on the tazti icon or tile in either the start list or start page and tazti will startup. An introduction window will appear to tell you that tazti is starting. This will disappear after 410
seconds, then the main Control Window (dashboard) for tazti will appear.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Activating tazti
What is activation and why should I activate tazti?
Activation is what we call the process of licensing and enabling tazti so that you can use its features. Some versions of tazti may incorporate a 15 day free trial period. At the end of the 15
day trial period, tazti will lock and ask you to purchase a license to unlock it. Other versions of tazti may not have a 15 day free trial period and may require activation during first use. You
don't have to wait for the trial period to expire to enter your Order # and activate tazti.
What do I get by purchasing a license and and activating tazti?
You get a license that lets you use the features of tazti on two different computers. You can use both licenses yourself, on two different computers, or can you can share one or both of the
licenses with family and friends so their computers can use the features. This is called a floating license.
Why would I want to deactivate tazti (and what is a floating license, anyway)?
There may come a time where you want to move tazti to a new computer, or you may want to change the operating system on your computer but still use tazti afterwards. The 'deactivation'
feature makes this easy to do. Just deactivate tazti, which frees up one of your two licenses. You can take the free license and activate a copy of tazti on a different computer, or activate
tazti on the same computer after you've installed a new operating system and reinstalled tazti.
This is called a floating license, because the licenses float with you, and you can control or move the licenses from one machine to another. You can activate any number of computers or
move tazti from machine to machine as much as you want as long as the number of activated copies of tazti at any given moment does not exceed the number of licenses you purchased.
Where do I go to upgrade, activate or deactivate tazti?
The image below show the menus where you can upgrade, activate or deactivate tazti.

How do I purchase an upgrade?
Click the 'Purchase License' menu (see illustration above). This takes you to the tazti website where you can purchase the upgrade.
How do I activate tazti?
Once you have purchased a license to activate tazti, you will receive an email from tazti. You will want to print out or otherwise backup this email as it co ntains the infromation you will
need to use to activate tazti. Look for the part of the email looks something like this:
To activate tazti You will need the order number and contact email listed below.
http://www.tazti.com/activation.html.

For details on how to activate tazti, visit

Your Order Number: ZBT‐13G30492DV6236334M
Your Order Email: my_email_address@my_email_service.com
The email address you entered when you purchased tazti will appear as your Order Email, and a unique sequence of numbers and letters will appear as your Order Number. You need these
two pieces of information to activate tazti so print out this email or write the Order Email and Order Number down.
Open tazti, click on the "Upgrade & Activate" menu, then click the "Activate tazti" menu. This will open a new screen that looks like the screenshot below:

Fill out the screen with your Order ID and Order Email. It will look something like this (but with your information instead of the information from our example email):
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Click the "activate" button. tazti will let you know if the activation is successful or if there was a problem. If the activation is successful, then you're done! You can immediately begin using
tazti's features again once you've activated it, even if your version had a 15 day trial that had expired.
Use the same Order Number and Order Email to activate as many computers as you have licenses for. Normally you get two licenses for tazti with each purchase, so each combination of
Email and Order Number can activate up two computers simultaneously.
Note: Once you activate tazti, the 'Activate tazti' menu will be greyed out, but the 'Deactivate tazti' menu will be ungreyed.
How do I deactivate tazti?
On the main dashboard of tazti, click the 'Upgrade & Activate' menu, then click 'Deactivate tazti'. tazti will popup a message to let you know when your computer has been deactivated.
After you've deactivated a computer, you can always go back and reactivate it using the instuctions for activating tazti.
Note: 'Deactivate tazti' menu will be greyed out until you activate tazti. Once tazti is activated, this menu will be ungreyed, and the 'Activate tazti' menu will be greyed out.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Using the Kinect
This is an experimental feature that may appear in some versions of tazti. This feature allows you to use tazti with a Kinect for Windows device. This feature may not work properly
depending on your hardware and installed software.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Using Tazti
Welcome to tazti (pronounced tasty)!
tazti speech recognition by Voice Tech Group, Inc. was designed to work on PC's running Window 7 and Windows 8 64bit operating systems. If you own a Mac and want run tazti you can
do it by installing Parallels desktop virtualization software, then installing Windows 7/8 then installing..
See the tazti Introduction page for a list of some of tazti's features.
Using tazti will help you eliminate thousands and thousands of keyboard keystrokes and mouse clicks in a year.
tazti will open websites with Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Safari and Google Chrome. In general, when tazti tries to open a website, it will try to open it with whatever browser is set as your
default browser.
Using tazti is straightforward: simply speak a speech command and tazti will recognize your voice and perform the action associated with that command.
This is an overview of how tazti works  please see the rest of the help file for comprehensive details of its features.
Be sure to plug your microphone into your PC before you begin. We recommend a headset microphone as tazti speech recognition works best when the microphone is one inch from your
mouth and always in the same location relative to your mouth.
For installation questions go to the "Installation and Setup" help page.
When you turn tazti on, the "Welcome to tazti" splash screen will open for a few seconds. The Welcome screen just lets you know the program is starting up. If you have your speaker
sound on, you will hear someone say "Welcome to tazti". When the tazti program is fully loaded, the application will open its main window which we also call a "dashboard". Let's take a
minute and examine what's available to you on the dashboard.
Menus  Horizontally across the top of the tazti platform you will see a listing of menu items.
Upgrade & Activate: You can buy a license and activate tazti
Help: Opens the help file, plus various links to helpful tazti related websites
Now Using PC Mic: Allows you toggle back forth between using a headset mic and Kinect For Windows. By default, tazti will use the PC Mic. The Kinect For Windows feature is
experimental and requires that you have the Kinect For Windows hardware, purchased separately.
Buttons  On the left side of the dashboard.
Hide tazti: Clicking here causes the "Control Window" (dashboard with the tazti logo) to minimize itself (in Windows 7 or Windows 8 Desktop Mode) to the bluecolored task bar on the
bottom of your screen. tazti is still functioning in the background but the window is physically out of the way of your desktop. There are three ways that you can make the Control
Window reappear:
speaking the speech command "show tazti "
clicking on the open program button on the blue task line on the bottom of the screen with the title " tazti "
right clicking the mouse when the cursor is over the tazti icon in the system tray and selecting "show tazti "
Help: Opens the tazti help file
Quit tazti: Clicking here causes tazti to shutdown and close. The computer continues to run normally but without tazti speech recognition functionality. You will not be able to use
speech commands again unless you start tazti agai
International Button: Clicking this button opens up a window where you can change the language tazti listens for. Many users will only have US English, or US English and one other
language or English Dialect available on this screen. Your options will depend on your PC's configuration and what components were installed by tazti
Listening/Not Listening Button
On the left side of the dashboard above the buttons you will see the word "Listening" in green color or "Not Listening" in red color. This is actually a toggle button. If you place your mouse
over it and click you can toggle between "Listening" mode, where tazti is active and listening to what you say; versus clciking again and going into "Not listening" mode, where tazti is
muted and not listening to what you say. In addition the speech command "mute microphone" will cause tazti to go into "Not listening" mode and the speech command "activate
microphone" will cause tazti to begin "Listening" again. You can use the speech commands interchangably with clicking the button. Remember tazti is always listening when it is in
"listening" mode. If someone talks to you, it will hear them also and try to interpret their words into speech commands. If the radio or tv is running in the background, it may try to interpret
that into speech commands. We always forget to turn tazti off when we get phone calls and it hears that also and tries to interpret what we say into speech commands. Therefore we
recommend that when you are not using tazti or get interrupted by a phone call or people talking to you, place it into not listening mode. In general tazti should be used in as quiet a location
as possible.
Tabs
In the center section you will see 3 tabs from left to right across the page. They are labeled: Custom, Control Games/Applications, and Options. Each tab has it's own help topics. For
detailed instructions refer to the help sections for each tab.
Here are some "Tab" guidelines:
tazti in general, was created to reduce/eliminate keyboard keystrokes and mouse clicks as well as have fun. Therefore we've included the speech commands "Mouse Click" and
"Mouse Double Click". You use these commands by moving your mouse and related screen cursor as normal to point at what you want to click. But instead of physically clcking with
your hand, you say the speech command "Mouse Click" or "Mouse Double Click" into your microphone and it triggers the click ot double click action. The "Mouse Click" and "Mouse
Double Click" speech commands are located on the Custom tab along with other Operating System related speech commands.
Wherever you used to right click to bring up the context menu you can now use the speech command "Context Menu" to bring up the context menu related to where the cursor is
pointed. (The context menu typically appears when you click the right button on your mouse when it is set as a righthanded mouse. The context menu has a different list of actions
or info in it based on the application you are using, and not every application has context menus.) You should experiment with the "Mouse Click", "Mouse Double Click" and "Context
Menu" speech commands to see how they work. What they do varies depending on what the mouse cursor is pointing at.
In Windows, only one program at a time is considered the “active program”. You can tell which it is because its title bar (across the top of the window) is a brighter blue than any
other open programs and it's button (along the bottom of the screen in the task bar) is the only button depressed in the task bar. Minimizing the active program hides it from view, and
changes the button along the bottom of the screen in the task bar so it is no longer depressed, and makes a different program active.
A group of custom speech commands will function no matter what the active window is and no matter where the mouse cursor is pointed. These commands are “Start Menu”, “Go
Calculator”, “Media Player”, “Go Windows Explorer”, “Go Control Panel”, “Go Display Panel”, “Hide tazti”, “Show tazti”, “Quit tazti”, “Get Help”, "Mute Microphone", and "Activate
Microphone".
Say the speech command “Close Window” and tazti will close whatever is the active window, including tazti. Let me say that again in a different way. If tazti is your active window...
and you say “Close Window”, then tazti will perform the first task to closing itself. It does give you the option to cancel the “Close Window” action. Experiment with the speech
commands to find out what they do!
Remember that when you use tazti, you will still use the mouse to move the mouse cursor/pointer around the screen. The list of speech commands lets you remove most of the
keyboard keystrokes and mouse clicks that people have to perform during standard usage of their computer. In some cases you could save 100's of thousands of keystrokes and
clicks a year! To start tazti click on the tazti icon on your desktop.
Quit Tazti
There are three ways to quit tazti:
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Quit tazti button  on the left side of the dashboard. Click it to close tazti.
Speech Command "Quit tazti"  say the speech command and it causes tazti to close.
Red X  You can always click the red X in the upper right of the window, just like any other window.
Some key things you need to know about tazti:
1. tazti only works with Windows 7 (64bit) and Windows 8 (64 bit). Please make sure you are running the a compatible version of Windows.
2. Some versions of tazti may incorporate a 15 day free trial period. At the end of the 15 day trial period, tazti will lock and ask you to purchase a license to unlock it. Other
versions of tazti may not have a 15 day free trial period and may require activation during first use.
3. A microphone is required to use this software. We recommend a headset microphone as this controls the distance from your mouth to the microphone allowing for
better hearing by the microphone. PC’s usually have a microphone plug built into them. Usually the PC manufacturers place an image/picture of a microphone by the
correct plug on your computer. Check at your local computer or electronics store if you need a microphone headset for your PC. Speakers are not required and do not
need to be a part of the headset, but most headsets come with speakers as well as the microphone making it easy to listen to music while at a cafe working on your PC.
Some Laptops also come with built in array microphones, but headset microphones will give you the best results.
4. Of course you must have a mouse or touch pad on your system. tazti allows you to set your mouse for lefthanded use as well as the normal righthanded use. See the
"Options" tab for this. You can always, manually click the mouse with your hand even when tazti is functioning. Your choice, hand or speech command!
5. Please note that versions of Zone Alarm brand and some other firewall software may be programmed in such a way that you cannot use tazti to make any clicks while
adjusting the controls within and directly affecting their firewall software. Adjustments to Zone Alarm will need to be made in the normal method of using your hand and
mouse to make clicks. If you activate Zone Alarm pop up notifications, you will have to close any pop up notification by clicking the mouse by hand. Deactivating the
notification function in Zone Alarm does not affect the integrity of the Zone Alarm operation. You can always turn the notification function on later.
6. When using Microsoft's Vista operating system you MUST have your microphone headset connected to the PC BEFORE you open tazti. Iif you unplug your microphone
headset while tazti is running and then later plug the microphone headset back into the PC, the PC may not recognize the microphone headset.... therefore tazti won't
recognize you speaking. This can be solved by closing tazti and reopening the application with the microphone headset plugged into your PC.
Thank you for downloading tazti. If you like this application, help us out and tell your friends. Contact us with comments, feedback and suggestions. See our forum at
www.tazti.com for more info. info@tazti.com
Best Wishes,
Voice Tech Group, Inc.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Custom Speech Commands Tab

Introduction to tazti Custom Speech Commands
A cool feature
Tazti lets you control your computer using your voice. Some of the PC actions you can control with your voice include: opening a web site, opening a specific program or
document, or opening a directory. You can also perform some basic actions by voice that are part of your operating system like copying, cutting and pasting, opening builtin
programs like Calculator and Windows Media Player, clicking your mouse, closing an open window etc. You can also control whether or not tazti is listening for your speech
commands. All these actions are controlled through 'custom speech commands'. tazti comes prepopulatd with some custom speech commands that many users find useful.
Best of all, you can create up to 300 total custom speech commands.
What is a custom speech command?
A custom speech command is a way to connect your voice to a particular action. It consists of two pieces: an action that is performed, and a word or phrase that triggers the
action. The two pieces work together so that tazti knows what to listen for, and once it recognizes something you've said, what it should do.
Can I make my own speech commands?
Sure. tazti is very customizable  you can configure tazti to work the way you like. tazti does come with a bunch of custom speech commands already created, but you can
delete a custom speech command if you don't like it, or don't think that you'll use it. You can also modify these built in speech commands by changing either the trigger
phrase or the action it will perform. You can also create our own speech commands.
When can I use custom speech commands?
By default, when tazti starts, it's listening for the custom speech commands. If you tell tazti to stop listening, it stops listening for custom speech commands and waits for you
tell it to start listening again. You can change tazti into game mode, in which case it's only listening for game commands. See the gaming section for more details on game
commands.
The rest of the section describes the different types of custom speech commands, and how to create, edit, delete, and backup custom speech commands.
Types of custom speech commands
Basic speech command overview
Creating, editing and deleting custom speech commands
Backing up custom speech commands
Printing custom speech commands
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Types of Custom Speech Commands
A custom speech command consists of an action and a trigger. The trigger is the spoken word or phrase tazti is listening for. The action is what tazti does when it hears the
trigger. When you create or edit a custom speech command you tell tazti what triger word or phrase to pair with what action. The list of actions is quite extensive as is listed
below.

Type of Custom
Speech Command

What it Does

Run a program/open
a file

Opens a specific program, file or shortcut on your PC. You tell it what program, file or
shortcut to open. The program, file or shortcut must be installed, residing on or be
accessible from your computer. In other words, if you delete the file that this speech
command opens, don't expect tazti to still open that file for you, because it won't be
able to find it! To open a file on a thumbdrive,or external drive, the thumbdrive or
external drive must be connected to your PC.

Go to a website

Opens a specific website. You tell it the address of the website to open (i.e. the URL of
the website). The website could be on the internet or on an intranet.

Open a directory

Opens a directory that you specify on your PC, attached external or thumbdrive.

Run a program with
command line
parameters

Opens a particular program with command line parameters. This a more advanced
feature and you should have some understanding of command line parameters before
using it.

"Mute Microphone"
Command

Tells tazti to stop listening for custom speech commands.

"Activate Microphone" Tells tazti to start listening again for custom speech commands.
Command
Basic Custom Speech These are Operating System commands that you can connect to a trigger word or
Command
phrase. See the list below for details.
When you create or edit a Basic Custom Speech Command, you can choose from the list below for the action the Basic Custom Speech will trigger.

Basic Custom Speech
Command Actions

What it Does

Browse Back

Moves your web browser (Internet Explorer, Ffirefox, Chrome, Opera) back to
the previous page

Close Window

Closes the active window

Copy

Copies whatever is selected by the mouse. Equivalent to ctrl+c key
combination

Cut

Cuts whatever is selected by the mouse. Equivalent to ctrl+x key combination

Get Help

Open up the tazti help file

Go Control Panel

Opens the Control Panel window

Go Media Player

Opens Windows Media Player

Go To My Desktop

Goes to your Windows desktop

Go To My Documents

Goes to your My Documents directory

Go To Next Program

Switches to the next open window. Equivalent to the alt+tab key combination

Go Windows Explorer

Opens up a new instance of Windows Explorer

Hide tazti

Hides the tazti dashboard

Mouse Click

The same as clicking the primary mouse button (usually the left mouse
button) on the active window

Mouse Double Click

The same as double clicking the primary mouse button (usually the left mouse
button) on the active window

Open Calculator

Opens up a new instance of the Windows Calculator

Open Context Menu

This opens the context menu for the active window

Open Screen Display Panel

Opens the Screen Display window

Open Start Menu

Equivalent to clicking on the start button or clicking the Windows button on
your keyboard

Paste

Pastes the most recent item on the clipboard. Equivalent to ctl+v key
combination to the active window

Quit tazti

Closes tazti. tazti will ask you to confirm before actually closing iteslf.

Refresh Browser

Refreshes the page you are looking at in your browser. Equivalent to hitting
the F5 key

Scroll Down

Scrolls down in the active window

Scroll Up

Scrolls up in the active window
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Show tazti

Displays the tazti dashboard

Tab Next

Tabs forward. Equivalent to pressing the tab key

Tab Previous

Tabs backward. Equivelant to the shit+tab key combination
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BuiltIn Custom Speech Commands
To help you get started, tazti includes a number of custom speech commands that you can use right away. If you don't like these builtin custom speech commands, you can
edit or delete them as you wish. The builtin custom speech commands include Basic Custom Speech Command Action as well commands to control your PC's microphone.
The table below lists each builtin custom speech commands triggering word/phrase, an explanation of what it does, and the action it triggers if the it is a basic custom speech
command.

Word Or Phrase That Triggers A BuiltIn
Custom Speech Command

Basic Custom Speech
Command Action

Explanation Of What The Custom Speech Command Does

"Activate Microphone"

not applicable  not a basic
custom speech command

Tells tazti to start listening again for custom speech commands.

"Browse Back"

Browse Back

Moves your web browser (Internet Explorer, Ffirefox, Chrome, Opera)
back to the previous page

"Close Window"

Close Window

Closes the active window

"Context Menu"

Open Context Menu

This opens the context menu for the active window

"Copy"

Copy

Copies whatever is selected by the mouse. Equivalent to ctrl+c key
combination

"Cut"

Cut

Cuts whatever is selected by the mouse. Equivalent to ctrl+x key
combination

"Get Help"

Get Help

Open up the tazti help file

"Go Control Panel"

Go Control Panel

Opens the Control Panel window

"Go Display Panel"

Open Screen Display Panel

Opens the Screen Display window

"Go To My Desktop"

Go To My Desktop

Goes to your Windows desktop

"Go To My Documents"

Go To My Documents

Goes to your My Documents directory

"Go To Next Program"

Go To Next Program

Switches to the next open window. Equivalent to the alt+tab key
combination

"Go Windows Explorer"

Go Windows Explorer

Opens up a new instance of Windows Explorer

"Hide tazti"

Hide tazti

Hides the tazti dashboard

"Media Player"

Go Media Player

Opens Windows Media Player

"Mouse Click"

Mouse Click

The same as clicking the primary mouse button (usually the left mouse
button) on the active window

"Mouse Double Click"

Mouse Double Click

The same as double clicking the primary mouse button (usually the left
mouse button) on the active window

"Mute Microphone"

not applicable  not a basic
custom speech command

Tells tazti to stop listening for custom speech commands.

"Open Calculator"

Open Calculator

Opens up a new instance of the Windows Calculator

"Paste"

Paste

Pastes the most recent item on the clipboard. Equivalent to ctl+v key
combination to the active window

"Quit tazti"

Quit tazti

Closes tazti. tazti will ask you to confirm before actually closing iteslf.

"Refresh Browser"

Refresh Browser

Refreshes the page you are looking at in your browser. Equivalent to
hitting the F5 key

"Scroll Down"

Scroll Down

Scrolls down in the active window

"Scroll Up"

Scroll Up

Scrolls up in the active window

"Show tazti"

Show tazti

Displays the tazti dashboard

"Start Menu"

Open Start Menu

Equivalent to clicking on the start button or clicking the Windows
button on your keyboard

"Tab Next"

Tab Next

Tabs forward. Equivalent to pressing the tab key

"Tab Previous"

Tab Previous

Tabs backward. Equivelant to the shit+tab key combination
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Custom Tab – How To Create Your Own Speech Commands
Note that the term "custom commands" means the same thing as "custom speech commands".
On the custom tab you can create/add, or delete custom speech commands. When you create or edit a custom speech command you set the trigger word or phrase and action
for the custom speech command. The trigger word or phrase is what tazti listens for and the action is what tazti does when it hears the trigger word or phrase. Different actions
include: associate a webpage's hyperlink, a directory, a program, program with a command line parameter, a specific file to a custom speech commands. There is also a list of
builtin Operating System functions such as cut, paste, copy etc. that can be associated with a custom speech command. Click here for the full list of actions.

Tip for creating trigger words and phrases
Trigger words that begin or end with soft sounds can sometimes sound like many other words to the computer, so we recommend that you begin soft sounding speech
commands with the word “Go” or “Get” such as “Go Horace's House” or "Go To Terry's Page" or “Get Salad”. Alternatively you can use words that are descriptive of what you
are doing such as "Open My Invoice" or "Run Adobe Acrobat". This can improve the recognition of the PC. Have fun with playing with your trigger words!
Where are my custom speech commands?
A listbox on the Custom Commands tab on the main dashboard displays a list of any custom speech commands that you created. The list includes the text of the speech
command, and what website, directory, program, file or action tazti will open or take when it recognizes the speech command.
Why is my custom commands tab already filled with custom commands?
We prefill tazti with the most common and useful custom speech commands. If you don't like a custom speech command you can edit it or delete it.
Can I use numbers as trigger words?
Yes, but you must spell out the number. Do not use numerals, otherwise tazti will not recognize the command when you say it. In other words, using "twenty four" is ok, but
"24" is not.
How many custom speech commands can I make?
Up to 300 total, including the custom speech commands that already come with tazti.
How do I create custom speech commands?
To add a new Custom command, click the ‘Add’ button on the custom tab. This opens another dialog box where you will create the new custom speech command. Four steps
will appear in the dialog box. You will see that the title "Open Program Command" is descriptive of the currently selected radio in step two. Click a different a different radio
button and the title changes.
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Image above: creating a new website type custom speech command

Image above: creating a new basic command type custom speech command
The first step is to enter the text of the new custom speech command – this is the word or phrase that you will speak and that tazti will recognize. Remember that tazti is an
English language software so it's best if you use English words as your custom commands. Play around with the the word or phrases that trigger custom speech commands,
and you will discover how easy it is to choose fun words that work well. Do not include quotes or punctuation as part of the custom speech command as this cause an error. If
you do so accidentally, see the faq section for how to fix this.
The second step is to select what the new custon speech command will do. You can choose: Run a program/open a file, go to a website, open a directory, basic command, run
a program with command line parameters, mute microphone command, and activate microphone command. Click here to find out about each of these types of custom speech
commands.
The next step will vary depending on the type of custom command you chose in step 3.
If your custom speech command is to "run a program / open a file", click the "Select" button then drill down into the new dialog that appears until you highlight the
program you want to run or file you want to open. Click OK.
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If your custom speech command goes to a website, enter a website page's URL in the text box. Example: http://www.yahoo.com
If your custom speech command opens a "directory", click "the Select" button then drill down into the new dialog that appears until you highlight the directory you want
to open. Click OK.
If your speech command will run a "basic command", you can choose from list of basic commands. Click here for a list of possible basic commands.
If your speech command is to "run a program with a command line", follow the directions below.
If your speech command is a "mute microphone command" or "activate microphone command", the only thing required is the word or phrase that tazti will recognize.
Editing a custom speech command
Double click a custom speech command in the list on the custom commands tab on the main dashboard. A new window pops up where you can edit the trigger word or phrase
and the action.
Deleting a custom speech command
To delete a custom command, click once on the command, and then click the ‘Remove’ button. tazti will confirm whether you want to delete the command – if you answer yes,
then the custom command is deleted immediately, and is no longer usable.
Details of running a program with a command line
Some programs lets you provide additional infomation to the program when you run it. The additional information let's you control how the program starts or functions, or
what features are available. The additional infomation is called a "command line parameter". Command line refers to the fact that in the days before Windows, you ran a
program using DOS from what was known as the command line. You can still run programs from the command line in Windows, but most Windows users do not know how to
do this.
An example of a command line parameter: c:\someprogram.exe /pizza
You would type the above on the command line, hit return and DOS would run c:\someprogram.exe and pass "/pizza" to the program. You already know how to create a
custom speech command that opens a program. You can also create a custom speech command that opens a program with a command line parameter. To do this, click the
"Run A Program With A Command Line Parameter" option during step 2 when creating a custom speech command. Click the "Select A Program" button to drill down to the
program that you want to run. After you select a file, the path of that file appears in the text box to the left of the button. You cannot edit this text box except by selecting a path
through clicking "Select A Program".
Then look for the button named "Enter Command Line Parameters For Program" which has appeared beneath the "Select A Program" button. You type in the command line
parameter in this popup exactly as you want it passed to the program (e.g. with any slashes, spaces etc. included). Click the "Save" button to complete saving the entered
parameter.
Then on the "Add Custom Speech Command" window, complete Step 5 by clicking the "Save" button. After you save the custom speech command, you can start using it. It
may take a few seconds for tazti to complete the process of saving the custom speech command.
Example: Normally when you open Microsoft Word, it opens displaying a new blank document in it. Let's say you want it to open MS Word and a specific file. You discover that
Microsoft Word has a command line parameter "/t filename" that does this. You create a new custom speech command, named "Microsoft Word" that "Runs A Program With A
Command Line Parameter", you select the location of the Word.exe file (you may have to look around or research this) at "C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\Winword.exe
and you enter \t and the filename in the "Enter Parameters" popup and then click save. You try the speech command by saying "Microsoft Word", the speech command
executes the following program: C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\Winword.exe/t filename .... and Microsoft Word automatically opens the document described by the
filename.

Image above: creating a new command line paramter type custom speech command
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Backing Up Custom Speech Commands
tazti lets you backup your custom speech commands. This can be handy if you have tazti installed on more than one computer and want to keep your custom speech
commands synchronized on all of your computer. It also lets you back up your custom commands periodically so you don't lose them, or before you upgrade tazti or uninstall
tazti. There are two steps to this: (1) exporting custom speech commands, and (2) importing custom speech commands.

Image above: choose import or export
How to export your custom speech commands
Go to the custom tab on the main dashboard. Click the 'backup commands' button. A new screen appears. Click 'Export Custom Commands' and then click the "Next" button. A
popup window appears that lets you select the location you want the backup file placed. Check each custom speech command you want to export. You can export as few or as
many as you want. Click 'Check All' to choose all custom speech commands, and 'Uncheck All' to deselct all custom speech commands from the list. When done, click the
Export button. tazti will tell you where it saved your backup file when it is finished. The backup file will have the file extension .tztc, and the name of it will include the date of
the backup, e.g. tazti_customcommands_export_8142012224631.tztc.

Image above: select the directory to save your backup
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Image above: view all the custom commands in tazti

Image above: select the custom commands custom commands you wish to export
How to import or restore backed up custom speech commands
Go to the custom commands tab on the main dashboard. Click the 'backup commands' button. A new screen appears. Click 'Import Custom Commands' and then click the next
button. Find and select the tztc backup file you wnat to restore. A list of all the custom speech commands in that file appears. Check all the custom speech commands you
want to import. You can import as few or as many as you want. Click 'Check All' to choose all custom speech commands, and 'Uncheck All' to deselect all custom speech
commands from the list.
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If the trigger word(s) of a custom speech command you selected conflicts with an existing custom speech command's trigger word(s), tazti will automatically uncheck the
custom speech command and show a screen where you can modify the trigger words for the custom speech command you want to import. If you decide you don't want to
import the command, just hit the cancel. Otherwise, change the trigger word(s) and hit the save button, which will mark the change in the import list. Once you are happy with
the list of custom speech commands you want to import, click the Import button.

Note: if you click 'Check All" and there are multiple custom speech commands with trigger word(s) conflicts, tazti will automatically check all those custom speech commands
without confilcts, and uncheck those with conflicts. If you want to imort any of the custom speech commands with conflicts, you will have to check them individually to alter
the trigger word(s).
How do I export my custom speech commands to my Desktop? Where is my Desktop?
By default, tazti lets you select directories by looking at the highest level of your file system. This is by design, so that you can backup files to your main hard drive, or other
hard drives, thumb drives or other devices also connected to your computer. If you are looking for your desktop, follow these instructions: click on the "main" hard drive of
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your computer (typically your C drive), click the Users subdirectory, click the name name of your computer account, then click Desktop. To find your My Documents directory,
follow the same instructions, but for the last step click My Documents, instead of Desktop.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Printing Custom Speech Commands
tazti lets you print out your custom speech commands. This is handy if you want to run tazti minimized, or you want to review all your custom speech commands. To print
your custom speeech commands, click the "Custom" tab on the main dashboard, then click the "Print Commands" button on that tab. tazti will create and open a webpage
showing all your custom speech commands. Make sure your printer is on, and print!
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Game Play/Application Control Tab

Introduction to controlling PC games and PC applications using tazti
Introduction
You can control PC games that you are playing on your PC by voice using tazti. You can also PC applications you are using on your PC by voice using tazti.
What is a game/application speech command?
A game/application speech command is a way to connect your voice to a particular action, so that you can control a PC game or program. It consists of two pieces: an action
that is performed, and a word or phrase that will be used for triggering the action. The two pieces work together so that tazti knows what to listen for, and once it recognizes
something you've said, what it should do.
What is a game/application profile?
A game/application profile is a group of speech commands that all relate to controlling a specific PC game or application. For example, you can could build a game/application
profile to control Rift, another game/application profile to control World of Warcraft, another to control GMail, and others to control Photoshop or other programs or games.
Each profile consists of: one or more game/application speech commands, a start speech command, and a quit speech command.
What is a start speech command?
When tazti hears a start speech command it activates the game/application profile associated to that start speech command. It stops listening for custom speech commands
and starts listening for just the game/application speech commands in that game/application profile.
What is a quit speech command?
When a game/application profile is activated, tazti listens for the game/application commands in that game/application profile. One of the required game/application speech
commands is the quit speech command. If tazti hears this speech command it deactivates the game/application profile and starts listening for custom speech commands
again.
Can I modify a game/application profile?
Sure. tazti is very customizable  you can configure tazti to work the way you like. You can add, edit or delete game/application speech commands as you like.
How many game/application profiles can I add?
We didn't set an upper limit for this, so we aren't sure.
How many game/application speech commands can I add?
We didn't set an upper limit for this, so we aren't sure.
When can I use game/application profiles?
By default, when tazti starts, it is listening for the custom speech commands. To start using a game/application profile, say the start speech command for that game/application
profile. When you're ready to stop, just say the quit speech command and you'll be switched back to using custom speech commands.
The rest of the section describes the different types of game/application profiles and game/application speech commands, and how to create, edit, delete, and backup
game/application profiles and associated speech commands.
Creating, editing and deleting game/application profiles and game/application speech commands
Backing up game/application profiles and game/application speech commands
Sharing game/application profiles
Printing game/application profiles and game/application speech commands
Using Ventrilo and other chat programs
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Control Games/Applications Tab  Controlling/Playing PC games and applications
Overview of Speech Recognition for Games and Applications
tazti speech recognition includes the capability for you to control/play PC games and applications by talking to your PC via speech recognition. Most games and applications
are controlled by the user typing keys on their keyboard which mean something to the game or application being used. Clicking the mouse is another way to control a game or
application.
Tazti enables you to create speech commands that are associated to keystrokes and keystroke combinations. When you speak the speech command it will trigger the
keystrokes you've associated to the speech command. In this way you will be able to control most games and applications by talking to your PC. This includes popular games
such as World of Warcraft, Guild Wars, Runescape, Lord of the Rings, Medal of Honor and almost any other PC based games. As well you can control programs such as
Photoshop, Illustrator or even enterprise applications. Please note that when you use tazti gaming speech recognition you are "only" controling your operating system by
speech recognition. The same as if you were typing the keys with your finger. This is not a game cheat or hack. This is a tool that lets you press keys by talking to your PC.
Neither tazti or our parent company, Voice Tech Group, Inc., is affiliated with any of the companies creating games or applications you may utilize tazti to control/play. If a
problem exits with a game or application before you turn tazti on, you can expect the problem to persist with tazti on. Please contact the company creating the game or
application to solve existing problems in their software. Continue to read here for help on using tazti along with your installed games and applications.
We spent a lot of time figuring out how to make it easy for a user to create a group of speech commands that can then be used to control a game or an application by talking to
their PC. We concluded that it would be easiest for a user to manage a group of speech commands for a particular game or application by bundling the speech commands into
a "profile" they can create themselves. We also decided it would be easiest if we disabled the rest of tazti's capabilities when you are using the game/application speech
recognition. So when you turn on a game/application's speech recognition profile, the rest of tazti is disabled until you come out of game/application speech recognition
mode.
So with this version of tazti a user can create a profile for a game or application and then add speech commands to their new profile. You can create as many profiles in tazti as
you want. You might have 4 MMORPG's, 7 first person shooter games and 10 other applications you want to control via speech commands. No problem, you can create a
profile for each. You also can upload your favorite game and application profiles to the tazti website where they become visible and downloadable by other people. Your
friends can then download your favorite profiles and speech commands that you created for a particular game! Below we'll go over how you can create a profile; add, edit and
delete speech commands; upload your favorite profiles; and download other peoples profiles that you'd like to try. We will also offer some suggestions for turning on your
games/applications along with tazti and running them simultaneously so you can control the games/applications by talking to your PC.
First Thing to Do
Take a minute and look at the "Control Games/Applications" tab. On the left side you will see the "Games/Applications Profiles" text box. All game and application profiles you
create will appear in this box. tazti comes with a sample profile. You will see it listed in this box. One profile in this box is always highlighted whether you have only one
profile or 50 profiles. You can click on any profile to highlight that profile.
In the center of the "Control Games/Applications" tab you will see the "Speech Commands in Profile" box. This shows you a list of all speech commands in the profile
highlighted in the "Games/Applications Profiles" box. As you click each profile on the left, you will see the commands "Speech Commands In Profile" box on the right change
to reflect the game/application you clicked on.
At the top of the right side of the "Control Games/Applications" tab you will see some simple instructions.
At the bottom of the right side you will see six buttons:
Get More / Share Game Profiles
New Profile
Edit Profile
Delete Profile
Print Profile
Backup Profiles
Each of these buttons performs the action it's labeled with. Further directions are described in the sections below.
Note: The process and screens for creating profiles and associated speech commands is the same for PC games and PC applications. So as you read on, you will see we
describe these processes only once, but remember that it is applicable for both PC games and PC applications.
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Image above: the gaming tab
Create a New Game/Application Profile
To create a new game/application profile:
1. Click onto the "Control Games/Applications" tab.
2. On the bottom right of the dashboard you will see the "New Profile" button. Click it.
3. The "Create a New Profile" window will open and display three text boxes.
a. In the first row you will fill in the name of the new profile you are creating. As example you might name a profile "Best Guild Wars" or "Joe's WOW Profile" or
"Photoshop Commands".
b. In the second row you will fill in the speech command you will say to turn on the new profile. As example you might create a a start speech command such as
"Start Best Guild Wars" or "Start Joe's WOW Profile" or "Start Photoshop".
c. In the third row you will fill in the speech command you will say to turn off or quit your new profile. As example you might create a quit speech command such as
"Quit Best Guild Wars" or "Quit Joe's WOW" or "Quit Photoshop". We highly recommend using the word "Quit" as opossed to the word "End" in your Quit speech
command. Many people do not clearly pronounce "end" causing speech recognition issues.
d. Click the "Save New Profile" button to save your new profile.
e. Your new profile will then appear on the "Control Games/Applications" of tazti in the column titled "Game/Application Profiles"

Image above: creating a new profile
Starting, Quitting a Profile in tazti
1. Speak your profile's start command into your microphone to turn off the custom speech commands and turn on the specific game/application profile.
2. Speak your profile's quit command into your microphone to turn off your game/application profile and turn on the custom speech commands.
Tips for Using Game/Application Profiles
1. Remember you can name your new profile, start command and quit command anything you want!
2. You cannot have two profiles with the same name or the same start command
3. The start command for a profile cannot be the same as the word or phrase used to call a custom speech command.
4. Only one game/application profile at a time can be running within tazti.
5. tazti can listen for either a game/application profile or the custom speech commands, but it cannot listen for both at the same time.
6. When you quit a game/application profile tazti will revert to custom speech command mode and you will be able to control all the other actions in tazti by speaking to
your PC. You can go back and forth from a profile's speech commands back to custom speech commands as often as you want.
7. To switch between different game/application profiles, you have to quit the first profile and goto custom speech command mode before starting the next
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game/application profile.
8. Many MMORPG's and other games allow a user to create different game characters. Each of your charaters may have different "powers" within the game worlds. You will
probably want to create a separate profile for each character in a game. Then you can add speech commands to the character's profile (described in sections below) that
are relevant to character. When your profile is running and you speak the speech commands, the character will do what you want within the game.
9. Applications work the same way. As example, if you are creating a profile to manage Photoshop by voice, all of the above discussed info is relevant.
10. Many games and applications were created requiring a user to click, double click or right mouse button click to perform certain functions. For this reason we
recommend you add these speech commands to each of your game or application profiles where you think it will be relevant. In Runequest for example you must use
your mouse to click where you want your character to walk to on the screen. So you would want to create a speech command named "Go here" or something similar that
actually is associated to a left mouseclick. When you say Go here the left mouse will click where the cursor is pointed on your computer monitor.
Adding Speech Commands to a Game/Application Profile
You can add speech commands to any new profile, existing profile or profile you've downloaded from the tazti website. Some people want a profile for a game or application
that has every keyboard keystroke action incorporated into a speech command. They consider this to be their "complete" profile. Other people like their profiles to only contain
the keyboard keystroke actions they use regularly in the game or application. Experiment to create the perfect balance of speech commands in your own profiles. Then upload
your favorite profiles to our website to share with other users (this is explained in the "Sharing Game Profiles" topic).
To add speech commands to a profile:
1. On the "Control Games/Applications" tab, in the column titled "Game/Application Profiles" doubleclick on the name of the profile you plan to add speech commands
too. A new window opens that is named: "Gaming Speech Commands: Add, Edit, delete".
2. On the upper left side of the "Game/Apllication Speech Commands: Add, Edit, delete" window you will see two buttons: "New Command" and "Print Profile".
3. Start every new speech command by clicking the "New Command" button.

4. Type the speech command you want to create into the "Speech Command Trigger Word or Phrase" text box.
5. Type a short description of what the speech command will do e.g. "walk forward 5 seconds", or "walk backwards 3 secs.", "save current work" etc.
6. Pick the type of speech command you want to create by clicking on one of three options:
a. Single Keystroke Speech Command
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i. To create a "Single Keystroke Speech Command" the window will change to display a "Which Key?" drop down menu that lists all of the keys on your
keyboard. Choose the key you want the single keystroke speech command to activate by selecting the key from the dropdown list.
ii. Below that you will see a "How Long" dropdown menu that lists times. The default is "instantaneous". This menu lets you choose how long to hold a
keystroke down when you say the speech command. This is the same as deciding how long to push a key down if you were doing it with your finger. The
default is set as "instanteous" key push since many games and applications work fine with it. Occassionally you may come across an application or game
that requires you to set the timing, but we suggest you try all created speech commands with the default "instantaneous" first. If you want a character in a
game to walk forward or backward for a certain length of time, just select that time from the dropdown list. For example, some people will create speech
commands for walking forward for 5 seconds, others will create the same command to walk forward for 10 seconds etc. etc. You will have to be creative in
figuring out what works for you and your game play style.
iii. Click the "Save" button to save your new speech command.
b. Keystroke Combination Speech Command
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i. Some games and applications require combinations of keystrokes to perform an action. As example you may need to hold down the "Shift" key and then the
"c" key in that order to cause an action to occur in a game or application. Sometimes you will need to hold down 3 keys. This window is set up so you can
use it to create a two keystroke or three keystroke combination. To create a "Keystroke Combination Speech Command" the window will change to display
six items:

1. "Keypress Duration Key?" drop down menu that lists timing options for how long the keystroke combination will be depressed from the 1st key being
pressed until the last key in the combination has been pressed. We recommend you leave this set at "Instantaneous" unless you have a problem with
a keystroke combination not triggering an action in a game or application as it's supposed too. If you adjust the time intervals between keypresses as
outlined in item 5 below ("Troubleshooting"), you will need to make sure this dropdown is reset to include the added time from the troubleshooting
option.
2. "Key 1" drop down menu listing all of the keys on the keyboard. Choose the first key to be pressed in the combination.
3. "Key 2" drop down menu listing all of the keys on the keyboard. Choose the second key to be pressed in the combination.
4. "Key 3" drop down menu listing all of the keys on the keyboard. Chose the third key(if there is one) to be pressed in the combination.
5. "Troubleshooting" button. This button opens a new window that allows you to set the time interval between each key being pressed. Note that this is
different than item 1 ("Keypress Duration"/"Time Interval") above. Or to explain in a different way... when the first key is pressed, there is a short
interval of time before the second key is pressed. Then there may be another short interval of time before the third key is pressed. Some games or
applications are picky about pressing a key then waiting a 1/4 second before pressing a second key, then waiting another 1/4 of a second before
pressing a third key. So if each time interval between pressing keys is 1/4 second, then add the time together and you can see it takes at least 1/2
second (1/4 plus 1/4) for all keys to be depressed. In this case you may need to set your "keypress duration" setting from item 1 (above) above at 3/4
seconds to get this combination to trigger successfully.
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6. "Save" button for saving your new Keystroke Combination Speech Command. Click this button to save your new "Keystroke Combination Speech
Command".
ii. Feel free to experiment with the Keystroke Combination form. Different games and applications may require different settings.
c. Macro Speech Command

Some games and applications allow users to type in keystrokes and words that in combination with the "Enter" key being pressed direct a program or application
to perform a specific action. We call this a macro. Those of you familiar with World of Warcraft know that to get your character to sit you need to type "/sit" into the
correct text box, then press the enter key. You can set up similar macro speech commands in your game/application profile. When you speak the speech
command, tazti presses the "/sit" for you. To create a "Macro Speech Command" the window will change to display five items:

i. "Macro Start Key" (usually "/")
ii. "Macro Action Text" (could be a word like "dance", "smile", "be silly")
iii. "Macro End Key" (usually the "enter" key)
iv. "Troubleshoot" button. Different games and programs handle macros in different ways. Sometimes macros may not work with a certain program  in these
cases, click the troubleshoot button to see several advanced settings that control macro timing. Macro timing is the interval between the individual keys
pressed in the macro.
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There are two macro timing settings that can be controlled: time interval 1 and time interval 2. The first setting, time interval 1, controls the time between the
pressing of the macro start key and the the second key in the macro. The second setting, time interval 2, controls the timing between all the other keys in
the macro. By default, the values for these are both set to "instantaneous". Create a test macro and try adjusting the settings one at a time to find out what
timing a particular game likes. For example, one game may require both settings to be instantaneous, to work. Another game may require time interval 1 to
be instananeous and time interval 2 to be 1/4 second. Yet a third game may require the reverse. A fourth game may require both settings to be something
other than instantaneous. Adjusting the timing settings only affects that specific macro.
Do not change the timing settings on the troubleshoot screen unless you are having a problem making the macros run for a program.

v. "Save" button
d. Mute Speech Commands
Creatina a "Mute" speech command allows you toggle tazti on and off while it is in game/application mode. This type of speech command is convenient if you
temporarily need to turn tazti off, say to answer a phone, while playing a game or using a program. Mute speech commands toggle in and out of mute mode  the
same speech command mutes tazti if it's currently listening for a gaming profile, then if you say the speech command a second time, it goes back to listening for
the same gaming profile.
Additional Help with Speech Commands in Game/Application Profiles
One good way of understanding how game/application speech commands work is to look at speech commands that come as part a built in game/application profile.
Looking at how these commands are constucted can help you understand how to start creating them yourself.
Editing Speech Commands in a Game/Application Profile
You are able to edit the keystrokes and if relevant the macro text associated to a speech command and the timing associated to the keystrokes.
You are not able to directly edit the word or phrase you use for your speech commands. If you want to change the Speech Command Phrase, delete the existing speech
command and create a new speech command with the correct words or phrase you want. Remember, you need to click the "new" button to start every new speech
command you are creating.
You are not able to change the "Speech Command Type" for a speech command. If you want to change the Speech Command Type, delete the existing command and
create a new speech command that is set to the correct type. Remember, you need to click the "new" button to start every new speech command you are creating.
To edit an existing speech command:
1. Click on the profile that has the speech command you want to edit.
2. Click on the speech command you want to edit. This opens up the details of the keystrokes associated to the speech command.
3. Change the keystrokes, macro text and timings as needed. If you have a question about how to do this refer to the "Create a Speech Command" section above.
4. Click on the "Save" button to save your changes.
Deleting Speech Commands in a Game/Application Profile
You can delete any speech command in a profile by first double clicking on a profile's name. This opens the "Games/Application Speech Command: add, edit, delete" window.
Then click on the speech command you want to delete, highlighting it. Then click the "Delete" button on the lower right side of the page. The speech command is deleted.
Delete an Existing Game/Applicaion Profile from tazti
You can delete an existing profile by clicking on the profile name to highlight it, then clicking on the "Delete Profile" button on the bottom right side of the Gaming tab.
Print a Profile Including all it's Speech Commands
On the bottom right side of the "Control Games/Applications" you will see a "Print Profile" button. Printing a profile will print all of the speech commands associated to a
profile, as well as descriptions associated to the speech commands. On the "Control Games/Applications" tab, click once on a profile you want to print, highlighting the
profile. Then click the "Print Profile" button. Be sure your printer is turned on before you attempt this.
Upload/Share Your Favorite Profiles with Other tazti Users and Friends
Many games have an online and social aspect to them. People chat as they play together in virtual worlds. They share, ideas, strategies, tactics, methodologies and have fun
together. Many enterprise application designers have also come to understand that people who use their software comprise a "Community of Users". Keeping our tazti
"Community of Users" in mind, we built a "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" web site where tazti users can upload a favorite profile the've created. Friends and other users
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can go to the "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website and look at all of the game / application profiles that have been uploaded. They can then download any profiles that
they want, adding them to their local install of tazti. As example I can create a profile for a character type, say a "Warrior" type in World of Warcraft. Then I can upload the
"World of Warcraft Warrior" profile I created to the tazti "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website. My best friend in another city can look at the "Game/Application Profiles
Sharing" website and then download my Warrior profile into tazti running on his PC. He can then use the downloaded profile to control his Warrior characters in World of
Warcraft.
Keep in mind that the upload/sharing system is a beta, and we will be improving the "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website. Let us know of any suggestions you may
have.
For more detailed information and instructions about this topic, go to the help chapter on sharing game/applications profiles.
Running Your Game/Application and tazti at the Same Time, So You Can Control Games/Applications by Talking to Your PC
Be sure your microphone is plugged in and working before turning tazti on. When you want to play/use a game/application profile, you will usually want to turn tazti on first
and the click on the "Control Games/Applications" tab. If it's a game/application you don't play/use often you will want to print out the profile and all it's speech commands as
a quick reference guide. Then you should make the game/application the active window. Next you will speak the "Start" speech command for the game/appliation profile to
load all of the speech commands for the game. Now, just speak the speech commands you want to use as you are playing the game.
You may want to do things in a different order. That is fine. The process is flexible to your needs. Remember, the goal is to get you to be able to talk to your PC to control a
game or application. To do this tazti needs to be running at the same time you are running the application you want to control by voice.
Some users only use the games/applications profile as a supplement to their normal hand controls of a game. They may only create a few critical speech commands that they
can yell out when needed. They will play the game with their mouse, keyboard and tazti!! Have fun experimenting.
Can I use numbers as trigger words?
Yes, but you must spell out the number. Do not use numerals, otherwise tazti will not recognize the command when you say it. In other words, using "twenty four" is ok, but
"24" is not.
Note: World of Tanks and World of Flying are not compatible with tazti.
World of Warcraft, Guild Wars, Lord of the Rings, Runescape, Medal of Honor, Photoshop, Illustrator, World of Tanks, World of Flying, and other product or company names
may be trademarks of their respective owners.

Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Sharing Game/Application Profiles: How to Upload a Game/Application Profile to the tazti Game/Application Website
and How to Download a Game/Application Profile Someone Else Created
Upload/Share Your Favorite Profiles with Other tazti Users and Friends
Many games have an online and social aspect to them. People chat as they play together in virtual worlds. They share, ideas, strategies, tactics, methodologies and have fun
together. Many enterprise application designers have also come to understand that people who use their software comprise a "Community of Users". Keeping our
tazti"Community of Users" in mind, we built a "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" web site where tazti users can upload a favorite profile the've created. Friends and other
users can go to the game/application profiles website and look at all of the game/application profiles that have been uploaded. They can then download any profiles that they
want, adding them to their local install of tazti. As example I can create a profile for a character type, say a "Warrior" type in World of Warcraft. Then I can upload the "World of
Warcraft Warrior" profile I created to the tazti "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website. My best friend in another city can look at the "Game/Application Profiles Sharing"
website and then download my Warrior profile into tazti running on his PC. He can then use the downloaded profile to control his Warrior characters in World of Warcraft.
Keep in mind that the profile sharing/upload and download system is beta and we will be improving the game profiles website. Let us know of any suggestions you may have.
Here is how to upload a profile and download a profile:
Sharing / Uploading a Profile
1. On the "Control Games/Applications" tab there is a "Get More/Share Profiles" Button on lower right of the dashboard. Click the button and a "Get And Share More
Game/Application Profiles" window opens.
2. There are two tabs on this new window: "Get More Profiles" and "Share a Profile ". Click the "Share a Profile" tab. The "Share a Profile" form then opens.
3. If this is your first time trying to share / upload a profile you will need to "Create an Account" with the "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website. This is very easy to
do and just takes a couple of minutes. "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website: Creating an Account to Share your game/application profiles
1. Click "Create Account" button. Be sure you are connected to the internet as you will be redirected to a tazti beta "Register to Share a Profile" webpage.
2. On the webpage you will be asked to provide your first name, last name, email address, new account password, your "Nickname", country, state, and city/metro.
You will also need to enter the provided security code so we can verify you are a real human. Then click the register button.
3. A confirmation email will be immediately sent to the email account you typed into the text box. Go to the email account and open the confirmation email. This
email shows you the name you registered, email address, nickname and your account password. Please keep this info in a safe place.
VERY IMPORTANT: You will also find a confirmation link in the email. Click the link or alternatively copy it and paste it into your browser's url address text box
and hit enter. Your browser will respond with a new page telling you your account confirmation was successful.
4. Once you've created a "Sharing" account you do not have to do it again. Go back to the tazti application's dashboard and continue the "Sharing / Upload" process
where you left off.
4. Whether you already have a Profile Sharing Account in the tazti game profile website or just created one, the next step to share a profile is to click one of the profiles on
the left side of the form highlighting the profile. This is the profile that will be uploaded.
5. Then fill in the right side of the form that appeared when you clicked the "Share a Profile" tab. Type in your Sharing account email address and password. Then type in
the name of your profile you wish to share with the world. Then type in a profile summary so someone can get a quick idea of what is special about your profile. You can
fill in the description for a more full explanation of your profile. We suggest you also add category / keyword tags, as in the future we will be adding the capability to
search by keyword. As example some keywords for a game might include: "MMORPG first person shooter WOW Guild Wars warrior".
6. Then click the "Share Profile" button at the bottom of the page. You will see a progress bar appear. When it is completed, your profile will have successfully uploaded.
7. You can almost immediately view your uploaded profile on the "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website by clicking the "Get More Profiles" tab and scrolling down
the page. Over then next few months we may add features and capabilities to this tab. So don't be surprised if the look changes from time to time!
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Downloading / Getting a Profile
1. On the "Control Games/Applications" tab there is a "Get More / Share Profiles" Button on lower right of the dashboard. Click the button and a "Get And Share More
Game/Application Profiles" window window opens.
2. There are two tabs on this new window: "Get More Profiles" and "Share a Profile". The window opens to the "Get More Profiles" tab as a default.
3. You do not need to create a "Game Profile Sharing" account in order to download profiles from the website. But if you want to upload profiles you will need to create an
account. This is described above in detail in the previous section "Sharing and Uploading a Profile".
4. On the "Get More Profiles" tab you will see a listing of all the profiles that tazti users have uploaded to the tazti Game Profile Website. Each profile shows the Profile
Name, Uploaded By, Profile Summary and a link that allows you to see "Profile Details and to Download the Profile". Choose the profile you would like to download, then
click on it's link to see more info, and to get to the download link.
5. Clicking the "Profile Details & Download" link drills down to a more detailed page about the profile you are requesting. It shows a "Profile Full Description" as well as the
Profile Name, Uploaded By, Profile Summary. All of these fields are user generated so there may be a lot of details or very little depending on what the user wrote before
uploading their profile.
6. Click the "Download this Profile" link and a "Save Downloaded Profile" window opens.
7. To prevent conficts between the game / application profile you are trying to download and game / application profiles you already have; we want you to rename the
downloaded profile and it's "Start" and "Quit" speech commands. tazti does not allow two profiles to have the same "Profile Name" or "Start" commands. Fill in the info
in the three text boxes or leave it as is, if you are sure there are no conflicts with your existing profiles.
8. Click the save button and the download then quickly processes. A window opens to tell you the "Download is Complete".
9. You can then look for more profiles to download, or Quit the Sharing / Downloading window.

Let us know if you have any suggestions for Sharing Game Profiles.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Backing Up Game/Application Profiles
tazti lets you backup your game/application profiles. This can be handy if you have tazti installed on more than one computer and want to keep your game/application profiles
synchronized on all of your computers. It also lets you back up your game/application profiles periodically so you don't lose them, or before you upgrade tazti or uninstall
tazti. There are two steps to this: (1) exporting game/application profiles, and (2) importing game/application profiles.

Image above: choose import or export
How to export your game/application profiles
Go to the "Control Games/Applications" tab on the main dashboard. Click the 'Backup Profiles' button. A new screen appears. Click 'Export Game/Application Profiles' and then
click the "Next" button. tazti will ask you to select the folder where the backup will be saved  choose a folder. You will then see a list of all the game/applications profiles in
tazti. Check each game/application profile you want to export. You can export as few or as many as you want. Click 'Check All' to choose all game/application profiles, and
'Uncheck All' to deselct all game/application profiles from the list. When done, click the "Export" button. tazti will tell you where it saved your backup file when it is finished.
The backup file will have the file extension .tztp, and the name of it will include the date of the backup, e.g.tazti_profile_export_7142013122712.tztp.

Image above: select the directory to save your backup
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Image above: view all the profiles in tazti

Image above: select the profiles you want to export
How to import or restore backed up game/application profiles
Go to the "Control Games/Applications" tab on the main dashboard. Click the "Backup Profiles" button. A new screen appears. Click "Import Game/Application Profiles" and
then click the "Next" button. Find and select the .tztp backup file you want to restore. A list of all the game/application profiles in that file appears. Check all the
game/application profiles you want to import. You can import as few or as many as you want. Click 'Check All' to choose all game/application profiles, and 'Uncheck All' to
deselct all game/application profiles from the list.
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Image above: select file containing profiles to import

Image above: view the profiles in the import file. Select those profiles you want to import and click the import button
If the name or the trigger word(s) used to start the game/application profile you selected conflict with an existing game/application profile, tazti will automatically uncheck the
profile in the list, warn you of the problem, and show a screen where you can modify the trigger words and/or profile name for the profile you want to import. If you decide you
don't want to import the profile after all, just hit the "Cancel". Otherwise, fix the problem (the trigger word(s) and/or the name) and hit the "Save" button. If you changed the
profile name, the new name will appear in the list and will be checked. Once you are are happy with the list of profiles you want to import, click the "Import" button.

Image above: Resolving a conflict with the Red Alert 3 profile
Note: if you click "Check All" and there are multiple profiles with trigger word(s) conflicts, tazti will automatically check all those profiles without conflicts, and uncheck those
with conflicts. If you want to import any of the profiles with conflicts, you will have to check them individually to alter the trigger word(s) and/or profile name.
I'm confused  how is this different from downloading and sharing game/application profiles??
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Downloading and sharing game/application profiles lets you save your game/application profiles via the internet to our cloud server, so that you can share these profiles with
other people. Secondarily, you can use this feature to backup your game/application profiles, but if you don't want to share all your profiles with the entire world, or you just
want to back up your profiles and keep them somewhere safe as a backup, we recommend your using the backup feature described in the above section instead. It's faster,
offers more control, and gives you more privacy.
How do I export my gaming/application profile to my Desktop? Where is my Desktop?
By default, tazti lets you select directories by looking at the highest level of your file system. This is by design, so that you can backup files to your main hard drive, or other
hard drives, thumb drives or other devices also connected to your computer. If you are looking for your desktop, follow these instructions: click on the "main" hard drive of
your computer (typically your C drive), click the Users subdirectory, click the name name of your computer account, then click Desktop. To find your My Documents directory,
follow the same instructions, but for the last step click My Documents, instead of Desktop.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Printing Game/Application Profiles
tazti lets you print out the game/application speech commands associated to a game/application profile. This is handy if you are running tazti in the background while playing
a game or using an application and can't see the list of commands available in that game/application profile.
To print speech commands for a game/application profile, click the "Control Game/Applications" tab on the main dashboard, then select the game/application profile you want
to print from the list displayed on the left side of the tab. Finally, click the "Print Profile" button on that tab. tazti will create and open a webpage showing all game/application
speech commands for the selected game/application profile. Make sure your printer is on, and print!
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Ventrilo: How tazti Works with Ventrilo
tazti works with the Ventrilo VoIP chat system in the "Push to Talk" Mode that is so popular with hard core PC video gammers. It is easy for current Ventrilo users to setup tazti
so speech commands will trigger Ventrilo's "Push to Talk Mode". Note: we are looking at TeamSpeak and Mumble to see if we can integrate with them in the future. Check the
tazti forum on our website for later info about TeamSpeak and Mumble.
People who do not have an account with a current Ventrilo service provider need to get that setup, then download the Ventrilo "Client" software that will reside on your PC's
desktop and allow you to talk to your Ventrilo service provider's Ventrilo server. You will find many Youtube videos showing you how to use the Ventrilo client software on
your PC. After you have the Ventrilo "Client" software installed on your PC and purchased access to a Ventrilo service provider's server, you are then ready to setup tazti to
work with your Ventrilo "Client" Software. Here is how to do it:
1. In Ventrilo The "Push to Talk Mode" lets you use choose/assign a keyboard key that you can push and hold down with your finger, opening an audio channel so you can
speak to other people(game players) on your server for as long as you keep holding the key down. To close the audio channel just take your finger off the keyboard key
you were holding down. So if you want to talk for 1 second you hold your chosen key for down for 1 second. If you want to talk for 5 seconds you would hold your
chosen key down for 5 seconds. As soon as you let up the key, your audio channel will close. This is important info to know because tazti also lets you hold your
chosen key down, but by using a speech command instead of using your finger to hold the key down!
2. Choosing a keyboard key in Ventrilo for "Push to talk Mode" is called "setting up a key binding". Don't know why they use that term, but that is how most Ventrilo users
describe choosing/assigning a key that will be pushed to activate "Push to talk Mode". Each video game uses different keyboard keys to do different things, so often a
game player will have a different Ventrilo profile setup for each of the video games they use Ventrilo with. That is to make sure their "key binding"(chosen key) for one
game won't interfere with other keyboard commands in a different game. You can set up as many game profiles in tazti as you want. One for each of your PC video
games. And in each of those game profiles you can create a speech command that when spoken will trigger your Ventrilo keybinding allowing you to talk. OK so that's
the big overview. Continue reading for important details you need to know to make this work!
3. Mandatory setup requirement for the Ventrilo Client Software: Openthe Ventrilo "Client" software on your PC. Click the "Setup" button on the right side of the window.
This causes a new window to pop up and open. This window is named "Setup". On the "Voice" tab of this window you will see 4 check boxes on the left side of the
page. The checkbox named "Use Direct Input to Detect Hotkey" must be UNchecked for tazti to run correctly. After unchecking this box click the "OK" button at the
bottom of the window. that is the only change you need to make inside of Ventrilo for tazti to work with it.
4. tazti setup: For any PC game you play, you can create a game/application profile via the tazti "Control Games/Applications tab" with speech commands to trigger each of
the keyboard commands of the PC game. Check out the "Control Games/Applications" help section so you understand how to create a gam/applicatinoe profile and add
speech commands into the profile. It's really easy once you do walk through it. Creating a speech command to activate "Push to Talk Mode" of Ventrilo is really just
another speech command in your game/applicaton profile. So let's look at an example:
EXAMPLE: You play World of Warcraft. You play regularly with 9 friends all online in the game at the same time. All of you wanted to be able to talk to each other while playing
so you grouped your resources and signed up for a inexpensive Ventrilo server, then each of you downloaded the Ventrilo "client" software and installed it. Now you can all
talk to each other while playing the game by using the "Push to Talk Mode" in Ventrilo. But the game moves so fast you don't really want to take your hand off the most often
used keyboard keys so you can push and hold the key you assigned to activate Ventrilo "Push to Talk Mode". It would be perfect if you could use a speech command... maybe
"Talk" or "Chat" whatever you want the the speech command to be, to activate and hold down the Ventrilo key for you, so your hands don't have to! When you set up your
Ventrilo client you chose/assigned the f12 keyboard key to be the one you hold down to open an audio channel and talk to your friends. When you let go of the f12 key the
audio channel closes. You've decided to use tazti to create a speech command that will activate "Push to Talk Mode"in Ventrilo for maybe 4 or 5 seconds so you can speak the
speech command without taking your hands off the keyboard. Then you can speak over the open audio channel for 4 or 5 seconds. Lets say you decide that 5 seconds is best.
You open tazti, then go to the "Control Games/Applications" tab and create a profile for "World of Warcraft". When you create the profile you are required to create speech
commands ("start" and "quit" speech commands) for starting your profile and quitting your profile. Alternatively you might download a previoiusly created "WOW" profile that
someone else created and is sharing via the "Game/Application Profiles Sharing" website (see the "Download More Profiles/Sharing Profiles" for more info on this). This
downloaded profile would already have a "Start" and "Quit" command in it. Either way you've now got a "WOW" gaming profile inside of tazti. You've decided the speech
command you want use to open your Ventrilo audio channel is going to be "chat on" (Your speech command could be anything, one word or many words. Be creative.) You
double click on the name of your "WOW"profile on the tazti "Control Games/Applications" tab. This opens the tazti window named "Game/Application Speech Commands:
Add, Edit, Delete". This window lets you add speech commands to the profile you opened.
Click the "New Command" button. This opens another window that lets you choose what kind of a speech command you want to create. In the text boxes type in your new
speech command and it's description. Then click the radio button for "Single Keystroke". Next you will click the dropdown list beside the words "Which Key". Click on the f12
keyboard character since that is the one you assigned inside Ventrilo to activate "Push to Talk Mode". Next click on the dropdown list beside the words "How Long?" You can
choose how long the f12 key will be depressed. We recommend you give yourself at least 4 seconds to talk. (When you say the speech command, you will have 4 seconds to
speak before tazti automatically turns off your audio microphone channel. You will be able to hear everyone else talking to you when ever Ventrilo is on! That's how Ventrilo
works) You can play around with this dropdown list of seconds and set whatever time you want till you find one that works for. Click the save button on the form and your
speech command to activate Ventrilo is ready to go.
To play "WoW" turn on Ventrilo and make sure your friends are connected. Be sure the Mandatory setup requirement for the Ventrilo Client Software as described above in
section 3, is correctly set. Turn on tazti. Turn on WOW. Say the speech command to turn your tazti "WOW" game profile on. Now you can say the tazti speech command "Chat
on" whenever you want. Then you can speak over Ventrilo for 5 seconds! Everytime you say "chat on" you get 5 seconds to speak to your friends. If you want to turn the tazti
game profile off, say the "quit" speech command. (Look in the tazti Gaming help section to see how to create a Game Profile and it's profile "start" speech command and
profile "quit" speech command.) You can turn your gaming profile on or off when ever you want to.
Note: The game/application profiles feature in tazti was created so a user could create speech commands for every keyboard key command in a game or application. And then
be able to play an entire game or run an application by talking to their PC. Eliminating lots of keystrokes. Some players create profiles to perform only a few keystroke speech
commands, while others have every game keyboard command associated to a speech command. Give it a try and let us know how it works for you.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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The Options Tab

Options Tab – Mouse Orientation and Language Features
On the options tab you can change various settings for tazti including which language tazti listens for, and how your mouse is configured.

Mouse Settings
Mouse Configuration Illustration: This is an image that displays whether the mouse is currently set for lefthanded use or righthanded use. This is automatically detected when
tazti starts, and will change if you click on the mouse orientation.
Switch Mouse Buttons: Clicking this button reverses the functionality of the buttons on your mouse. Left handed users prefer the functionality reversed so they can use their 1st
finger of their left hand to click on the mouse just like most right handed users use their 1st finger of their right hand to click on the mouse. Clicking on this button causes the
Mouse Configuration Illustration to change, reflecting the new setting. Also note that when the mouse is set for left handed users, the title of this button changes to read, “Click
here for Right Handed Mouse”. You can change the mouse congifuration as often as you want.

Language Selection
Some versions of tazti allow you to choose the language tazti will listen for. These versions of tazti may also allow you to add/install more languages to the tazti application
that tazti can listen for. In these versions of tazti you can change the settings that control which language tazti uses in the language selection area of the options tab.
Current Language
The current language section of the Language Selection area of the options tab displays the language that tazti is currently set to be listening for.
Select a Different Language  StepbyStep Instructions
1. Open tazti, and and click on the options tab.
2. On the options tab, select the language that you want tazti to listen for from the list of languages already installed. tazti will then close and reset so that it will listen to
the language you selected. (If you want to add more languages to this list, see the section below 'how to add more languages to tazti'.)
3. Open tazti. tazti will notice that the language you selected does not match the language settings for your PC and will aski if you want tazti to changes its language
settings to match your PC's settings. You have the option to continue and use the language you selected, or to go back to the previous language tazti was listening for.
How to Add More Languages to tazti  StepbyStep Instructions
1. Close tazti
2. Find the tazti zip file you downloaded  unzip the zip file if you haven't already done so
3. Double click the language pack .exe file corresponding to the language that you want to add. This runs the Microsoft Kinect language pack installer for that language,
and you will see a progress bar that shows you the progress of the installation. Follow the directions of the installer. When setup is complete, close the Kinect language
pack installer's window.
4. Open tazti, and and click on the options tab.
5. On the options tab, select the language that you want tazti to listen for. tazti will then close and reset so that it will listen to the language you selected.
6. Open tazti. tazti will notice that the language you selected for it to listen for does not match the language settings for your PC and will if you want tazti to changes its
language settings. You have the option to continue and use the language you selected or go back to the previous language tazti was listening for.
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Troubleshooting tazti

Tips And Tricks For Getting The Best Performance
Use the following tips and tricks to get the best out of tazti!
1. Always speak the speech commands clearly, especially the first and last letters of each word as this helps tazti better understand what you are saying. For example,
make sure to pronounce the second “t” in “context menu”.
Make sure that you speak your speech command in a consistent voice (pitch, tone, volume, speed and inflection). Generally, we recommend that you use your normal
speaking voice, with good pronunciation and diction when you use the software.
2. Make sure that your microphone headset is properly adjusted. Read the instructions that came with it to find out how far from your mouth and at what angle to your
mouth it should be. A basic microphone headset works fine, but a midquality or better microphone headset typically provides better results.
3. When selecting words or phrases to use as a custom speech commands, avoid acronyms, words with nonstandard English spellings and words with silent letters. For
example, using the spelling ‘Wynde’ for wind will make it less likely that tazti will recognize the word.
If you are having trouble with tazti not recognizing the word or phrase you entered for a custom command, try spelling the phrase phonetically or using combinations of
other words. For example, if tazti won’t understand the phrase ‘Xanga’, try typing in ‘Zanga’ instead. Also adding the word "Go" before a word may make it more
understandable by the software.
4. If you want to use numbers as part of the trigger word(s) of a game/application or custom speech commands, make sure to spell out the number. Do not use numerals,
otherwise tazti will not recognize the command when you say it. In other words, using "twenty four" is ok, but "24" is not.
5. Background noise can interfere with accuracy: Keep the TV and radio sound volume turned down when using tazti. Sometimes if you blast a headset volume, tazti will
hear that also. In addition if you talk on the phone while tazti is operating, tazti may recognize or try to guess at what you are saying and trigger some actions. Use the
"mute microphone" speech command to change tazti into "Not listening" mode. To turn tazti back on you would use an activate microphone speech command. We use
the mute function whenever we are on the phone, when someone interrupts me by walking up and starting a conversation at a cafe, or when there is suddenly so much
background noise that tazti starts trying to recognize it.
6. Keep track of where your mouse pointer is located on the computer’s screen. Some speech commands such as “mouse click” will perform an action depending on
where the mouse pointer is pointing! If it is pointing at a menu, then saying ”mouse click” will open the menu item it is directly pointing at, even if you were
unconsciously talking to someone and the word “mouse click” accidentally came up in conversation
Remember that this software is meant to be fun product and is not designed for use in mission critical applications. The more you experiment and play with tazti, the easier it
will be for you to have fun using it.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Using tazti on Macs
tazti does not run on native Mac operating systems but there is a way to add Windows desktop virtualization software onto your Mac. If your Mac is a recent model with an Intel
microporcessor you can install a desktop virtualization software that allows you to load Microsoft Windows onto your Mac. Once Windows is installed into the virtualization
software you can install tazti onto the Windows virtual operating system..
Desktop Virtualization Software Packages for Macs
Parallels can be found at http://www.parallels.com/en/
VMware Fusion can be found of http://www.vmware.com/products/fusion/
Boot Camp comes installed with new Macs.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Everything seems to be running OK, but tazti doesn’t recognize anything that I say. What is the problem?
A. Any number of things could cause this problem. Check to make sure that your microphone is plugged in. You must have your microphone connected to their PC before
turning tazti on, otherwise it may not work. Make sure that the microphone is plugged all the way into the plug. Make sure the microphone is plugged into the correct plug.
Make sure that your microphone is selected as a recording device (via control panel, sound). Make sure that the volume is high enough for the microphone. If all this fails, you
may need to select the microphone boost feature. See the section ‘Troubleshooting The Microphone’ for full details.
Q. A sound or microphone error message popped up  what does this mean and how do I fix it?
A. This message is telling you that tazti can't connect with the microphone because your operating system is not configured correctly. Even though you may have a
microphone plugged into your computer, there may be cases, particularly if your computer is brand new, that the operating system cannot find the microphone. One way to
verify this is to check whether the computer has a device setup to listen to your voice. Open the sound control panel screen. On the sound properties screen, click the
'recording' tab and make sure that a device is listed. If no device is selected then you may need to install or reinstall an audio driver for your computer. Check you computer's
manufacturer support website to obtain and install the correct drivers. If a device does appear for ''Recording', then you may simply need to configure the microphone for tazti
to work  see the section entitled 'Troubleshooting The Microphone' for details.
Q. Why does tazti sometimes stop working when I unplug the microphone from my computer and later plug it back in?
A. If you want to take a break from using tazti, be sure to mute tazti by speaking the command "Mute Microphone". Also leave your microphone attached (plugged in) to your
PC. When you come back speak the command "Activate Computer Microphone". And tazti will begin operating normally.
Remember that tazti is communicating with your microphone at all times. If you disconnect the microphone when tazti is running, it may not be able to find it again when you
plug the microphone back in (depending on your PC). If for some reason you must unplug your microphone, and tazti cannot find it when you plug it back into the PC, you can
always close tazti and then reopen it again with your microphone already plugged in. And tazti will operate normally!
Q. How do I know that tazti is working?
A. the dashboard appears on your desktop. The tazti Icon is visible in the System Tray, which is usually located in the lower right hand corner of the computer screen.. The
tazti icon has 3 “t”s in it.
Q. Why doesn’t tazti begin immediately after I finished the installation?
A. When you install tazti onto your computer it is stored on your hard drive, but the program must be started manually. Do this by clicking the Windows 7 “Start” button, or
looking for the tazti tile on the Window 8/8.1 start page. Click on the tazti icon (Windows 7) or tile (Windows 8/8.1).
Q. I don’t want the dashboard to display when tazti starts – I just want the program to run in the background. How do I do this?
A. By default, tazti displays the dashboard whenever it starts. You cannot change this.
Q. I can never remember the speech commands. How do I get a paper copy that I can keep by the computer?
A. For custom speech commands, click the Custom tab, then click Print Commands. For game/application profile speech commands, click the "Control Game/Applications"
tab, select the profile that you want to print, then click Print Profile.
Q. I don’t like the list of custom speech commands – can I change them to different words?
A. Yes. You can delete or edit the custom speech commands that come with tazti. To delete a speech command, click the Custom tab, then click Remove Command. To edit a
speech command, click the Custom tab, then double click on the custom speech command you want to edit, make changes, and save.
Q. Does tazti work for lefthanded people?
A. Yes it does, but you must change your mouse settings so that your mouse is set up for lefthanded use. You can do this on the dashboard. Simply click on the "Options"
tab. The left hand side of the screen shows an illustration of a mouse, displaying how it is currently configured. The button that your computer recognizes as the ‘click’ button
is marked. If ‘Context Menu’ is on the left and ‘Click’ is on the right, your computer is already setup for lefthanded use. If ‘Context Menu’ is to the right of ‘Click’, then your
computer is set up for righthanded use. To change the mouse configuration, click on the button beneath the illustration to change the setting. When you click this button it
changes your mouse immediately and the change applies for all the programs on your computer.
Q. Can I make tazti more accurate?
A. If you are experiencing problems with tazti recognizing your custom commands, see the ‘Tips and Tricks’ section for recommendations for creating custom commands.
Q. I want to uninstall tazti. Do I need to deactivate my current installation before I uninstall it?
A. Yes, you should deactivate tazti before uninstalling tazti. This makes sure that our server knows you are uninstalling tazti and and makes that license available again so you
can install a new version of tazti, or install tazti on a different machine. If you do not deactivate tazti before uninstalling it, you may not be able to license a new installation of
tazti.
Q. I uninstalled and reinstalled tazti. Why does it ask me to activate again?
A. tazti will ask you to activate it each time you install it. It's a security requirement.
Q. Why can’t tazti respond to some dialog boxes that pop up from certain programs?
A. Some types of dialog boxes can’t be clicked on by the current version of tazti. One example of this is the dialog boxes in the internet firewall program ‘Zone Alarm’. This is
due to intricate security programming by Zone Alarm to keep hackers from deactivating their program. In the Zone Alarm software’s setup you have the choice to have the
program notify you by pop up box of certain issues. We recommend you turn off the pop up notifications option as it doesn’t affect the excellent protection offered by Zone
Alarm. See Zone Alarms help file for more information on turning off pop up notifications. You can always turn it on later if you want to.
Q. How do I make a minimized program active?
A. There are several methods to do this. Clicking on the minimized program’s button on the bottom of your page makes that program active and restores it to the same size it
had before it was minimized. If the program is part of a program group (e.g. eight copies of Internet Explorer are open and minimized, but you want to look at a specific copy),
click on the program group, view the list, then move the mouse over the particular copy of that program you want to open and mouse click again.
Q. Can more than one person use tazti?
A. Yes, tazti should understand anyone in your household assuming you have a good headset microphone that has its control panel settings properly adjusted.
Q. Why won’t one of the programs on my PC work with tazti?
A. tazti works with most programs, but may not work with every program on your computer. There are thousands of software programs out there and each programmer does
things a little differently. We’ve tested more than the basics here, but cannot confirm all programs are compatible with tazti.
Q. I don't want to use some of the custom speech commands. Can I turn them off?
A. Yes, you can delete or change any of the custom speech commands you don't like.
Q. When I say a speech command it appears in a little balloon on my screen. Can I turn this function off? I don't need to see what I am saying.
A. Turning this off used to be a feature in tazti. In this edition, you can no longer turn this feature off.
Q. Putting quotes (or other punctation) into the trigger word(s) of a speech command causes an error.
A. If you accidentally do this, it may cause an error every time tazti starts up. To fix this, when the error appears, go to the main dashboard (leave the error screen open) and
delete the offending command. Then close tazti and reopen it, and you will no longer have the runtime error.
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Troubleshooting the Microphone
If the microphone doesn’t seem to be picking up your voice, check to make sure the microphone is securely connected, and connected to the correct plug. If the microphone is
plugged in correctly you should check your computer's sound settings.
Your computer should ship with settings that allow you to use the microphone by default, however if the microphone still isn’t picking up your voice, you should check your
computer’s sound/recording settings.
Volume of What you Hear Through your Headset
General microphone volume can be adjusted by going to the bottom right of your display where little icons show many of the programs that are running. Click on the icon that
looks like a speaker to adjust the volume you hear through your microphone headset.
Volume of What your Microphone Hears When you Speak into it
Open the Control Panel,
Then click on the 'Sound" icon to open the 'Sound' window,
Then click on the 'Recording' tab,
Then double click on the microphone icon,
Then click on the 'Levels' tab,
Then you can adjust your microphone volume (probably works best at 80% with +10 mic boost),
Review the 'Microphone Enhancements' and 'Advanced' tabs and turn on/off as needed to get the mic working,
Then click 'OK' as you close out of each screen,
At the bottom of the 'Sound' window is a button named 'configure'. Click it and a window titled 'Configure your speech recognition experience' opens. In the center of this
screen, click the 'Set up microphone' link, and complete the wizard that it walks you through.
Finally, if nothing above has worked, you may want to borrow another microphone from a friend to test whether you have a bad microphone.
Some Unusual Known Microphone Issues With Windows
Q. Why does tazti sometimes stop working when I unplug the microphone from my computer and later plug it back in?
A. If you want to take a break from using tazti, be sure to mute tazti by speaking the command "Mute Computer Microphone". Also leave your microphone attached (plugged in)
to your PC. When you come back speak the command "Activate Computer Microphone". And tazti will begin operating normally.
Remember that tazti is communicating with your microphone at all times. If you disconnect the microphone when tazti is running, it may not be able to find it again when you
plug the microphone back in (depending on your PC). If for some reason you must unplug your microphone, and tazti cannot find it when you plug it back into the PC, you can
always close tazti and then reopen it again with your microphone already plugged in. And tazti will operate normally!
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Using Different Languages With tazti

Languages: Adding New Languages, Changing Languages
Introduction to tazti and languages
Sometimes you may want tazti to listen for a language other than U.S. English, which is the default language that tazti listens for and provides help in. While all versions of
tazti work with American (U.S.) English, some versions of tazti may come with additional languages preinstalled or with the files required to install additional languages.
Generally speaking, most people living in the United States who use tazti will never need to change tazti's default language setting to be other than U.S. English. If you don't
live in the United States, or you are a nonnative U.S. English speaker, then please read the rest of this topic.
Why would I want to switch my language?
People who live in countries other than the United States, or people living in the United States who may be immigrants might prefer to use tazti in their native language or
dialect even if they are fluent in English. The reason for this is that by default tazti listens for U.S. English, and if you have an accent or speak another dialect of English
natively other than U.S. English, it's possible tazti may have a problem understanding you. This won't be true for all or even most nonnative U.S. English speakers, but it is
something to keep in mind if you do experience problems. NonEnglish speakers might just prefer if tazti listens in their native language rather than any English dialect.
What about other variants of English (UK, Canadian, Australian etc.)?
As far as tazti is concerned, Australian English, Canadia English, UK English and U.S. English are all different "languages". If your native English dialect is other than U.S.
English, then you might want to change tazti's language setting to your native English dialect. tazti will probably still do a pretty good job of understanding you if it is listening
for U.S. English, but you will likely get better results if it's listening for your native English dialect.
How do I know which languages are installed?
On the tazti's main dashboard, there is a button with the U.S., UK, Australian and Canadian flags. Click this button. A screen will appear showing all the languages that have
been installed to work with tazti. Another way to see this list is to click on the Options tab, then click the 'Select a Different Language' dropdown list  you will see all the
installed languags appear in the list.
I don't see my language installed  how do I go about getting it?
Not all languages are available for tazti. There is a limited selection of languages. If you don't find your language installed, or you don't find the installation files for your
language, the chances are that tazi will unfortunately not work with your language.
How do I switch my language?
Option 1: If you clicked the button on the main dashboard with all the flags, then you will see a screen appear showing the language tazti is currently listening for, and listing
all the installed languages tazti will work with. Each language shows the national flag for that language. Simply the language you want. tazti will then tell you it is going to
close. When you next open tazti it will be listening for the language you selected.

Image above: how to select a language by clicking the "flags" button on the main dashboard
Option 2: If you clicked on the options tab, then you can select the language you want from the Select A Different Language dropdown. Each language in the list displays its
national flag. After selecting a language simply click the 'Change to selected language' button. Note that the options tab also shows the language tazti is currently listening for.
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Image above: how to select a language from the options tab screen. Note that the 'change to selected language' button is hidden by the dropdown language menu in this image
When tazti starts it tells me that its language setting doesn't match my operating system. What does this mean?
This usually happens if you change the language tazti is listening for, but you never changed the Windows settings on your machine to match. tazti is smart enough to detect
this mismatch and nags you to either fix tazti or your Operating System because it assumes that a mismatch means there is problem. Clicking the 'Yes, change tazti to match
windows' does just that, while 'No, leave tazti alone' does nothing. As long as there is mismatch, tazti will continue to nag you each time it starts. If you want it to stop nagging
you, just check the 'Do not show this screen again' checkbox.

How do I add more languages?
All versions of tazti come with U.S. English installed. Some versions of tazti come with additional languages as well. Many versions of tazti come with the installation files for
additional languages, but do not preinstall those languages. If you language is installed by default, then you have no worries. If not, then you have to find the installer for the
language you want to install. If any language installers are included, they are part of the downloaded tazti zip file. Find where you unzipped the contents of the tazti zip file, and
you may see a number files named similarly to KinectSpeechLanguagePack_enGB.exe. This particular example is the installer for UK English. To install UK English in this
particular, just double click this exe (depending on your machine and your user account, you might need to do this with administrator privileges you must be connected to the
internet to follow this link) and follow the wizard. You can install as many of the language installers as you want. You will want to close tazti before running any language
installers.
How do I change the language settings of Windows?
Only some versions of Windows let you do this. You must have at least Windows 7 Ultimate or Windows 8. Instuctions for Windows 7 and here for Windows 8. You must be
connected to the internet follow these links.
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Glossary & Legal Stuff

Glossary
Activation  When the user purchases a tazti license, the user must use the order ID number we email him/her along with his/her email address used to make the purchase, to
activate tazti on their PC. Some versions of tazti may allow a 15 day trial for a user to download, install, run and play with/test tazti. If the user's version of tazti has a 15 day
trial period that has expired, then the user will need to purchase a tazti license and activate the software as described above, otherwise tazti will discontinue functioning until a
license has been purchased and used to activate tazti.
Active Window –This is the current window that is being used. This window’s Title Bar, at the top of the window, usually has a brighter blue color. You can also tell from the
Taskbar, at the bottom of the page (usually), which program is active, as its button is depressed.
Application Profile/Game Profile/Profile – These are all terms used to refer to the same thing. A profile is a grouping of one or more application or game speech commands,
each of which control a specific application or game by sending keystrokes to the application or game. Each profile has name, a start speech command and a quit speech
command. The start speech command turns the custom speech commands off, while at the same time turns on the speech commands in the application profile. The quit
speech command turns off the application profile and turns back on the custom speech commands.
Application Speech Command – An application speech command is a speech command associated to an application profile. Each application speech command can send a
single keystroke, several simultaneous keystrokes (e.g.... shft + s key) or a series of keystrokes (i.e. a macro) to a PC application that is running to control the application by
voice.
Backup Custom Commands – You can make a backup of some or all of your custom speech commands. The backup is saved as a file with the .tztc file extension. You can
share the backup with a friend to share your custom speech commands, or you can use the backup to copy your custom speech commands to other computers running tazti.
You can also just use it as a backup to restore your custom speech commands in case something happens to your computer. You create the backup through "Exporting", and
you restore custom speech commands from a backup by "Importing".
Backup Profiles – You can make a backup of some or all of your game/application profiles. The backup is saved as a file with the .tztp file extension. You can share the backup
with a friend to share your game/application profiles, or you can use the backup to copy your game/application profiles to other computers running tazti. You can also just use
it as a backup to restore yourgame/application profiles in case something happens to your computer. You create the backup through "Exporting", and you restore
game/application profiles from a backup by "Importing".
Basic Command –A speech command that triggers a preset action such as opening the control panel, opening windows explorer, clicking the mouse, right clicking the mouse
etc.
Calculator  A calculator program that comes with Windows. The program can be used as a regular calculator or a scientific calculator.
Context Menu  A popup menu that appears when you click the second button (for righthanded mice this is the right mouse button, for lefthanded mice this is the left button).
Not everything or every program has a context menu. If there is no context menu, nothing will happen when you click the second button.
Control Panel  A utility program that comes with Windows that allows you to change a variety of different Windows and system settings.
Control Window  The main screen of tazti, containing buttons for creating, editing, and deleting game/application profiles and associated speech commands  as well as
various kinds of custom speech commands. A user can also print speech commands, and change settings for tazti. Also called the tazti "dashboard”.
Custom Command/Custom Speech Command – A speech command that the user created, or modified. Also referred to as a Custom Speech Command
Dashboard –Same as the Control Window. See above.
Deactivation  Before uninstalling tazti, you should deactivate it using the Deactivation item in the Activation menu. The purpose of deactivation is to make sure that you can
resintall tazti on the same computer or another computer. When you activate tazti, you connect to our server to let us know that you no longer want to use tazti on that
machine. We make the your license available again so you can use the same order number to activate tazti if you install tazti on another machine or just reinstall tazti again on
the same machine. If you just uninstall tazti without deactivating tazti on that machine first, your will license will not be freed, and you may not be able to activate another
installation of tazti. You must be connected to the internet to deactivate.
Desktop Virtualization Software  Virtualization allows users to launch a copy of Windows under Mac OS X, to run Windows and OS X applications sidebyside, while "Dual
Boot" requires users to reboot to switch between Windows and Mac OS X. Virtualization software packages for: Parallels, Boot Camp, VMware Fusion.
Desktop  The blank area on your screen behind all the windows. The desktop can have icons, because it is really a directory on the hard disk. It may have a background image.
You can rightclick on the desktop to change its many properties through a Context Menu.
Double Click  Quickly pressing the same mouse button twice, while keeping the mouse pointer stationary.
Export Custom Speech Commands  This is how you backup custom speech commands. You can include as few or as many custom speech commands as you want in the
backup. Having a backup is handy in case you have to uninstall tazti and reinstall it, or you have tazti installed on more than one machine and want to make sure all of them
have the same custom speech commands, in which case you can export your custom speech commands, save the file to a thumbdrive then go from computer to computer
importing those custom speech commands from the thumbdrive on each computer.
Export Game/Application Profiles – This is how you backup game/application profiles. You can include as few or as many game/application profiles as you want in the backup.
Having a backup is handy in case you have to uninstall tazti and reinstall it, or you have tazti installed on more than one machine and want to make sure all of them have the
same game/application profiles, in which case you can export your game/application profiles, save the file to a thumbdrive then go from computer to computer importing those
game/application profiles from the thumbdrive on each computer.
Game Profile/Application Profile/Profile  These are all terms used to refer to the same thing. A profile is a grouping of one or more application or game speech commands,
each of which control a specific application or game by sending keystrokes to the application or game. Each profile has name, a start speech command and a quit speech
command. The start speech command turns the custom speech commands off, while at the same time turns on the speech commands in the application profile. The quit
speech command turns off the application profile and turns back on the custom speech commands.
Game Speech Command  A game speech command is a speech command that is associated with a PC game profile. Each game speech command can send a single
keystroke, several simultaneous keystrokes (e.g. shift+s) or a series of keystrokes (i.e. a macro) to the PC game controlled by the game profile.
Icon  A small picture representing a program, file or folder. You can often tell what the program does from its icon. Each program Shortcut has an icon. The tazti icon has 3
letter “t”s on it.
Import Custom Speech Commands  If you have backed up custom speech commands to a .tztc file, you can import one or more of those custom speech commands to a
different computer, or to a new installation of tazti on the same computer. You can choose as few or as many custom speech commands as you want to import. tazti checks to
make sure that the imported custom speech command's trigger word(s) aren't a duplication of an existing custom speech command or game/application profile's start
command  if there is a duplication problem you will be asked to change the imported custom speech command before the import can proceed.
Import Game/Application Profiles – If you have backed up game/application profile to a .tztp file, you can import one or more of those game/application profile to a different
computer, or to a new installation of tazti on the same computer. You can choose as few or as many game/application profile as you want to import. tazti checks to make sure
that the game/application profile's start command aren't a duplication of an existing custom speech command or game/application profile's start command, and also that the
game/application profile's name doesn't duplicate an already existing game/application profile. If there is a duplication problem you will be asked to change the imported
game/application profile before the import can proceed.
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Language – Depending on your version of tazti, tazti may be capable of listening for languages other than English. There are special instructions for how to switch tazti
between different languages and how to add more languages to tazti.
Mac  Short for Macintosh PC Apple.
Maximize  To make a window appear at its largest possible size. The maximize button is a square in the top right corner of the window in Windows.
Media Player  A program that comes with Windows and lets you view movies, listen to music and play various types of multimedia files
Menu  A pulldown or popup listing of commands or programs. Menus usually appear underneath the title bar and above any toolbars. Menus can have submenus and sub
submenus. You can use tazti to click on menus.
Minimize  To make a window disappear from the screen and move down to the taskbar. The minimize button is an underscore (_) in the top right corner of the window in
Windows.
Mouse Configuration – How the buttons of your computer mouse is setup. The mouse can be setup for a lefthanded mouse configuration (right button clicks, left button
triggers the context menu) or a righthanded mouse configuration (left button clicks, right button triggers the context menu)
Program Group  If more than one copy of the same program is open and if there is not enough space to show each copy as a separate button in the Taskbar, Windows will
group the copies together and display them as one button. The button will show how many copies of that program are currently open. Click on the program group button in the
taskbar to see a listing of all the copies. You can click on an item in the list to make that copy the active program. This is very handy if you have multiple copies of Internet
Explorer running at the same time, for example. Say the "Context Menu" speech command when the mouse is pointing to a program group to see a list of commands that you
can use to manage the program group.
Screen Display  A speech command that opens a program that let's you control items related to your monitor and the screen display. These items include: screen resolution,
screen savers, color schemes etc. This program is accessed by opening the Control Panel and doubleclicking the "Display" icon.
Sharing  You can share your game/application profiles with the whole by uploading one or more of your game/application profiles to our "Game/Application Profiles Sharing"
website. You can also download game/application profiles that other people have shared to the website. This is different than making a backup/exporting/importing
game/application profiles  sharing makes your game/application profiles available to the whole world, while backup/exporting/importing saves your game/application profile(s)
to a file you save on your computer or external hard drive. If you want to keep your game/application profiles private but want to backup them up, then don't use sharing.
Shortcut  An icon with a small curved arrow on the corner that points to files and applications to allow you easy access to them without removing them from their original
location
Speech Command  A word or phrase that you speak into your microphone that triggers something to happen.
Start Button  Button (green in color on XP and multicolor in Vista) in the lower left hand corner of your screen. It has the word ‘Start’ and/or the Windows logo. Click on this
button to access the Start menu, to shut down the computer and other tasks.
Start Menu  The menu in the lower lefthand corner of your screen that contains shortcuts for Help, searching for files, Settings, the Control Panel, and various shortcuts to
frequently used programs. You access the Start Menu by clicking on the Start Button.
System Tray  The rightmost section of the Taskbar located in the lower righthand corner of your screen, and which contains icons of various programs that are always
running in the background. Programs that are frequently displayed in the System Tray include your antivirus software, the clock, tazti, and other features.
Tab  Sometimes on a form there will be a row of tabs at the top, each with a different label. Click on a different tab to see a different set of options without closing the form.
Task Bar  The menu at the bottom of your screen that contains the System Tray and all other currently active programs. You can use the task bar to maximize and minimize
programs that are in the way of your view. Some programs appear not in the Task Bar but in the System Tray when running.
Title Bar  The band at the top of a window that tells you the window’s name and displays an icon. At the far right, the minimize, maximize, and close buttons are displayed. It
usually colored dark blue.
Trigger Word(s)  The words or phrase that tazti can recognize as a speech command.
Virtualization  Virtualization allows users to launch a copy of Windows under Mac OS X, to run Windows and OS X applications sidebyside, while "Dual Boot" requires users
to reboot to switch between Windows and Mac OS X. Virtualization software packages for: Parallels, Boot Camp, VMware Fusion.
Ventrilo  A VoIP program that designed to let you chat with you friends with your voice while playing a video game with them.
VoIP  Voice Over IP, a way of communicating over the internet with your voice, e.g. making a telephone call over the internet. Programs such as Ventrilo, Teamspeak, Mumble
are designed to let you chat with your friends with you voice while playing video games.
Windows Clipboard  Windows Clipboard is a program that temporarily stores information that you copy or cut from a document
Windows Explorer  Windows Explorer is a program that comes with Windows, and lets you manage and view files on your system.
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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TAZTI SOFTWARE END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT(EULA)
IMPORTANT! READ THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT BEFORE INSTALLING OR USING TAZTI SOFTWARE.
Special Notice for NonEnglish Speakers: The Licensed Software is suited primarily for the use of English speakers and, therefore, this License Agreement is written in English
and is addressed to English speakers. If you are not proficient in English and feel that you cannot properly understand this License Agreement, we recommend that you either
retain the help of an English speaker to help you understand and accept the terms of this License Agreement or, alternatively, refrain from installing or using the Licensed
Software. In any event, if you choose to install or Use the Licensed Software, you will be bound by License Agreement.
REGARDLESS OF HOW YOU ACQUIRE THE PROGRAM (ELECTRONICALLY, PRELOADED, ON MEDIA OR OTHERWISE) DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING OR USING THE
PROGRAM SHALL INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN THIS AGREEMENT AS WELL AS ANY TERMS AND CONDITIONS
CONTAINED IN ANY OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENT THAT IS IDENTIFIED OR REFERENCED BELOW.
IF YOU ARE INSTALLING TAZTI YOURSELF, AS AN ADDITIONAL CONFIRMATION OF ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT, YOU ARE REQUIRED
DURING THE INSTALLATION SETUP TO READ THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT AND CLICK THE BUTTON SIGNIFYING “I AGREE” OR “I DO NOT AGREE” TO ALL OF THE TERMS
OF THIS AGREEMENT AND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENT THAT ARE IDENTIFIED OR REFERENCED BELOW AS A PART OF THIS
LICENSE AGREEMENT.
CLICKING THE “I DO NOT AGREE” BUTTON SHOULD PREVENT THE SOFTWARE FROM INSTALLING. IF DUE TO UNFORSEEN CONDITIONS THE SOFTWARE INSTALLS
WHEN YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT, YOU MUST UNINSTALL THE SOFTWARE TO AVOID BREAKING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS
AGREEMENT. INADVERTANT INSTALLATION OF TAZTI DOES NOT NEGATE OR CANCEL THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT.
THIS SOFTWARE IS DESIGNED FOR INDIVIDUALS OVER THE AGE OF THIRTEEN. BY CLICKING THE "I AGREE" BUTTON YOU STATE THAT YOU ARE THIRTEEN YEARS OF
AGE OR OLDER. DO NOT INSTALL THIS SOFTWARE IF YOU UNDER THE AGE OF THIRTEEN, OR IF THE SOFTWARE IS ALREADY INSTALLED, IMMEDIATELY UNINSTALL,
OR DO NOT USE THIS SOFTWARE.
This Agreement is a legal agreement between you and Voice Tech Group, Inc. ("Voice Tech"), but may be superseded by a separate license agreement that you and Voice Tech
Group, Inc. have signed. This software ("Software") and its media and documentation (collectively, the "Product") are protected by copyright and other intellectual property
laws and international treaties. You have no title to, or ownership of, the Product, other than its physical media if you purchase a CD containing the product. Voice Tech Group,
Inc. reserves all rights not specifically granted in this Agreement. You agree to respect the Copyright of all software media and documentation that are part of this product.
USE AND RESTRICTIONS: You may operate the Software on only one computer or device. However, if you have purchased a network or multipleuser license, you may load
and use as many singleuse copies and/or support as many concurrent users, in the aggregate, as are authorized by such license. You may make only one copy of the
Software, retaining the Voice Tech Group, Inc. CD or other media for storage and backup purposes. This Software is for your personal, individual use only. A free edition of
this Software may be provided at no cost to you. In some editions of the Software, premium features and content may be offered to you as a part of the product. You may have
an option to turn on premium features and content by paying a license fee. Some editions of the Software may require you to purchase a license by paying a license fee before
you can use the software. Some versions of the Software may include a 15 day free trial during which you will be able to access the software’s features. At the end of the 15 day
free trial the Software features will time off and automatically become unavailable for your use. You may have the option to purchase a license that will allow you to activate the
Software which will make turned off features available to you again. All editions of the Software do not include updates, maintenance, or support, but upon occasion at the
discretion of Voice Tech Group, Inc, updates or later releases of the Software may become available to you via internet download. You may not modify, adapt, translate, rent,
lease, sublease, loan, resell for profit, distribute, network, or create derivative works based on any part of the Software and/or updates. You may not reverse engineer,
decompile, disassemble the Software or otherwise reduce the Software to a humanperceivable form. You may not export the Software into any country prohibited by the United
States Export Administration Act and the regulations thereunder. The Software product is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated for use on
more than one computer.
ACTIVATION and REGISTRATION: You may need to activate or register the Software through the use of the Internet or telephone; toll charges may apply. There are
technological measures in this Software that are designed to prevent unlicensed or illegal use of the Software. You agree that Voice Tech Group, Inc. may use those measures
and you agree to follow any requirements regarding such technological measures. You may also need to reactivate or reregister the Software if you modify your computer
hardware, alter the Software, or install the Software on another computer. Product activation and/or registration is based on the exchange of information between your
computer and Voice Tech Group, Inc. In addition you agree that during activation and/or registration of the product we may collect the following information and use it
internally or provide it to third parties: email address, age, sex (male/female), city, state, zip code, country. All such information is provided voluntarily by you.
SURVEY: Voice Tech Group Inc. at times conducts a survey regarding hand pain in relation to amount of times a user clicks his/her computer mouse. This survey is built into
some versions of the TAZTI software and asks users to conduct the survey. Users have the option to participate or not participate. All such information is provided voluntarily
by you. User authorizes Voice Tech Group Inc. to share the results of the survey in aggregate and in detail with third parties which may include but are not limited to doctors,
scientific journals, other software users and the news media.
GRANT OF LICENSE TO VOICE TECH GROUP INC.: You agree that any information, survey data, activation data, feedback and/or materials including, without limitation, bug
fixes, error corrections and enhancements, you may provide to Voice Tech Group Inc. are nonconfidential and you grant Voice Tech Group Inc. and its suppliers a non
exclusive, worldwide, royalty free, fully paid up, perpetual and irrevocable license under all intellectual property rights to use, make, have made, execute, reproduce, transmit,
display, perform, prepare derivative works of, distribute, license, sublicense, sell, lease or otherwise transfer the information, feedback and/or materials and derivative works
thereof and such license includes the right of Voice Tech Group Inc. and its supplier’s to sublicense, assign and/or transfer all the rights and licenses above to others, and
allow others to further sublicense such rights indefinitely.
USE OF YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS: If you provide us with your email address when you activate your installed version of TAZTI, we may occasionally send you email with
recommendations or notices of new products, prices, and services. This email may include paid advertisements from third parties. We may in some cases provide your email
address to 3rd party advertisers Separately, we may send service notifications via email to keep you informed about the status of TAZTI and to provide updates and technical
notices. We follow strict best practices for email marketing and customer contact, and we urge our business partners to do so as well.
ADVERTISING: Our software may include advertising for other products we feel may interest you. Advertising may be in the form of links within your software, desktop ads,
popups, or otherwise. You understand and agree that the Software may include advertisements and that these advertisements are necessary for Voice Tech Group Inc. to
provide the Software.
For advertising purposes, visitor and customer activation information is statistically aggregated and reported to advertisers. We may is some cases provide your email address
to 3rd party advertisers.
Your correspondence or business dealings with or participation in promotions of advertisers found on or through the Software, including payment and delivery of related
goods or services and any other terms, conditions, warranties or representations associated with such dealings are solely between you and such advertiser. You agree that
Voice Tech Group Inc. will not be responsible or liable for any loss or damage of any sort incurred as the result of any such dealings or as the result of the presence of such
advertisers on the Software.
CONTENT LINKED TO WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF TAZTI SOFTWARE: You may be able to use TAZTI voice recognition software to instigate search queries through the
websites of several search engines. The search engine websites linked to and any search results displayed are developed by third parties over whom Voice Tech Group Inc.
exercises no control. A search instigated with the assistance of TAZTI voice recognition software may produce search results and links to sites that some people find
objectionable, inappropriate, or offensive. Voice Tech Group Inc. cannot guarantee that a search instigated with the assistance of TAZTI voice recognition software will not
locate unintended or objectionable content and assume no responsibility for the content of any website included in any search results or otherwise linked to.
You can use TAZTI voice recognition software to instigate linking to websites associated with spoken trigger words. The websites linked to and displayed are developed by 3rd
parties over whom Voice Tech Group Inc. exercises no control. Voice Tech Group Inc. cannot guarantee that a hyperlink instigated with the assistance of TAZTI voice
recognition software will not locate unintended or objectionable content and assume no responsibility for the content of any website linked to.
Voice Tech Group Inc. disclaims any responsibility for the deletion, failure to store, misdelivery, or untimely delivery of any information or material. Voice Tech Group Inc.
disclaims any responsibility for any harm resulting from downloading or accessing any information or material on the Internet.
The TAZTI software and tazti.com website may contain links to thirdparty websites or resources. You acknowledge and agree that we are not responsible or liable for: (i) the
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availability or accuracy of such websites or resources; or (ii) the content, products, or services on or available from such websites or resources. Links to such websites or
resources do not imply any endorsement of such websites or resources or the content, products, or services available from such websites or resources. You acknowledge sole
responsibility for and assume all risk arising from your use of any such websites or resources. Your correspondence with or participation in promotions of merchants or
advertisers found on the TAZTI software or tazti.com website, including payment and delivery of related goods or service, and any other terms, conditions, warranties or
representations associated with such dealings, are solely between you and such merchant or advertiser. You agree not to hold Voice Tech Group Inc., liable for any loss or
damage of any sort incurred as the result of any such dealings or as the result of the presence of such merchants or advertisers on the TAZTI software or tazti.com website. In
addition, Voice Tech Group Inc. does not endorse, warrant or guarantee the products or services of any seller, lender or broker, including any rates, points and loan programs
posted by sellers, lenders or brokers. Nothing on the TAZTI software or tazti.com website constitutes an advertisement for credit as defined by Paragraph 226.24 of Regulation
Z of the federal Truth in Lending Act. CERTAIN STATE LAWS DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES. IF THESE LAWS APPLY TO YOU, SOME OR ALL OF
THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU, AND YOU MIGHT HAVE ADDITIONAL RIGHTS.
UPDATES TO THE SOFTWARE: Built into the software may be a module of software code that identifies when you are connected to the internet. At regular time intervals the
module may contact a Voice Tech Group Inc. website or server looking for posted changes and updates to the TAZTI software, by Voice Tech Group Inc. engineering. These
changes may include new spoken trigger words added to the software, existing spoken trigger words changed or removed from the software, new links added to the software,
existing links changed or removed from the software, new advertisements added to the software, existing advertisements changed or removed from the software. Changes in
the dashboard installed by software could also be included. As a requirement of installing this software you agree to allow Voice Tech Group to automatically and or remotely
in the background of your normal day to day computer operation to make updates and changes to the TAZTI software at the discretion of Voice Tech Group Inc. Your
notification of any changes will be when you engage the TAZTI software and see the changes. Updating and changing the software is an essential part of the revenue model
created by Voice Tech Group to support the engineering, free and or low cost distribution of the certain versions of the software and low cost distribution of any other version
and any enhanced or customized versions of the software. Voice Tech Group Inc. understands that some users prefer that no background updates or changes are automatically
or remotely installed. IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO ALLOW VOICE TECH GROUP INC., TO MAKE AUTOMATIC OR REMOTELY INSTALLED CHANGES TO ANY VERSION OF TAZTI
SOFTWARE, DO NOT INSTALL ANY VERSION OF TAZTI. Your installation of TAZTI software signifies your authorization for Voice Tech Group Inc. to make automatic or
remote changes to TAZTI.
LIMITED WARRANTY: THE TAZTI SOFTWARE AND RELATED tazti.com WEBSITE AND ITS SERVICES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" and Voice Tech Group, Inc. assumes no
responsibility for the timeliness, deletion, misdelivery or failure to store any user communications or personalization settings. Voice Tech Group, Inc. warrants that the
Product's physical media will be, under normal use, free from defects in material and workmanship for one year from the date you purchased it. Voice Tech Group, Inc.'s entire
liability, and your exclusive remedy under this warranty, will be replacement of the defective media without charge. EXCEPT FOR THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, VOICE TECH
GROUP, INC. MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.Voice Tech Group, Inc. does not warrant that the Product is entirely errorfree.
NO HIGH RISK USE. WARNING:
Tazti software may work with Kinect and or other sensors. Tazti software and or Kinect and or other sensors are not faulttolerant. Tazti software and or Kinect and or other
sensors are not designed or intended for use with any application or program where failure or fault of any kind of the Tazti software and or the Kinect and or other sensors
could lead to death or serious bodily injury of any person, or to severe physical or environmental damage (“High Risk Use”). You are not licensed to, and you agree not to,
use, distribute or sublicense the use of the Tazti software in, or in conjunction with, High Risk Use. High Risk Use is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. High Risk Use includes, for
example, the following: aircraft navigation or other modes of control of human mass transportation, nuclear or chemical facilities, communications systems, life support
machines.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND WAIVER. You acknowledge Tazti software may allow you to control a Kinect and or other sensor, which may be a mechanical hardware device that
includes motors to move the device, a fan to cool it, and other mechanical components. Depending on how you elect to use Tazti software, you could harm persons or damage
or destroy the Kinect or other sensors, products incorporating the Kinect or other sensors, or other property. If you choose to use Tazti software, you assume all risk that your
use of the Kinect and or other sensors and/or Tazti software causes any harm or loss, and you agree to waive all claims against Voice Tech Group, Inc and its affiliates related
to such use.
YOU UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT YOU DOWNLOAD AND OR OTHERWISE INSTALL THE TAZTI VOICE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE AND OR USE THE TAZTI.COM WEBSITE
AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK AND THAT YOU WILL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM OR LOSS OF DATA THAT
RESULTS FROM THE DOWNLOAD AND OR USE OF SUCH MATERIAL OR DATA. and that Voice Tech Group, Inc. assumes no responsibility for the timeliness, deletion, mis
delivery or failure to store any user communications or personalization settings.
VOICE TECH GROUP, INC.'S TOTAL LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIM OR DAMAGE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE SHALL BE LIMITED TO
DIRECT DAMAGES, WHICH SHALL NOT EXCEED THE LICENSE FEE YOU PAID. IN NO EVENT SHALL VOICE TECH GROUP INC. BE LIABLE FOR LOST PROFITS, LOST DATA,
INTERRUPTIONS OF BUSINESS, OR ANY BODILY INJURY WHETHER PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL OR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT
OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER VOICE TECH GROUP, INC. HAS NOTICE OF THE POTENTIAL FOR SUCH LOSS OR
DAMAGE. No oral or written information or advice given by Voice Tech Group, Inc., its dealers, distributors, agents or employees shall create a warranty or in any way increase
the scope of this warranty. Voice Tech Group Inc., shall have no responsibility if the Software has been altered in any way, if the media has been damaged by accident, abuse
or misapplication, or if the failure arises out of use of the Software with other than a recommended hardware configuration. The above limitations may be superseded by law in
some jurisdictions.
THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE: Portions of the TAZTI Software may utilize or include third party software and other copyrighted material owned by other companies and
redistributed by Voice Tech Group Inc. according to the third party’s redistribution license agreements. Third party software is redistributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
REDISTRIBUTABLE CODE: Any Redistributable Code is the property of a third party and its suppliers and is protected by copyright law and international treaty provisions. You
are authorized to make and use copies of the Redistributable Code only as part of the application in which you received the Redistributable Code and only according to the
terms of the TAZTI license agreement. Except as expressly provided in the foregoing sentence, you are not authorized to reproduce and distribute the Redistributable Code.
You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Redistributable Code, except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law
notwithstanding this limitation.
VOICE TECH GROUP INC, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE REDISTRIBUTABLE CODE,
EVEN IF VOICE TECH GROUP HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
SUPPORT: Voice Tech Group Inc. provides no telephone support for this product. All technical support is provided via a Webbased email support only, and there is no
guaranteed response time. The provision of technical support in no way constitutes a warranty.
CHANGES: Voice Tech Group, Inc. reserves the right to change these Terms & Conditions from time to time in its sole discretion, with or without prior notice, by displaying the
revised verbiage on http://www.tazti.com/. It is your obligation to periodically review the Terms & Conditions. Your use of the TAZTI software following any such change
(whether or not such changes are reviewed) constitutes your agreement to be bound by the Terms & Conditions as amended.
FUNDAMENTAL BASIS OF THIS AGREEMENT: The limited warranty, exclusive remedies and limited liability and other terms set forth above are fundamental elements of the
basis of the agreement between Voice Tech Group, Inc. and you. Voice Tech Group, Inc. would not be able to provide the Software on an economic basis without such
limitations.
GENERAL: If any term of this Agreement is found void or unenforceable, all other terms shall remain in full force and effect. This Agreement shall be governed by the internal
laws of Ohio. All questions concerning this Agreement shall be directed to: Voice Tech Group, Inc., at the email address: info (at) tazti (dot) com Att. Legal Department.
The word (at) represents the @ symbol and the word (dot) represents a dot symbol in the previous sentence and are presented as displayed to avoid malicious websites and
computer users from automatically scanning our website to capture email addresses for illicit purposes.
If you breach any term of this Agreement, Voice Tech Group, Inc. may terminate this license and you must return all copies of the Product to Voice Tech Group, Inc.
For general information or questions:
info (at) tazti (dot) com
www.voicetechgroup.com

www.tazti.com

Copyright © 2006  2013 Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. tazti, the tazti logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Voice Tech Group, Inc in the United
States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. Protected by U.S. Patents 8,056,070; 8,562,434.
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Copyright and Patent Notice
Copyright © 20062013 Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. tazti, the tazti logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Michael D. Goller in the United States
and/or other countries. Protected by U.S. Patents 8,056,070; 8,562,434.
Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
Other brands and products are trademarks of their respective holder(s).
Copyright © 20062013 by Voice Tech Group, Inc. All rights reserved. Unless otherwise noted.
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